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A WARNING

Weekly Twopence

AND A HOPE

GOVERNMENTS DRIFTING TOW ARbS WAR
But a Great Hope Appears
TAL:r is wealthier than ever before. She lone whispers that this is folly.
Someone'
cannot reduce her, unemployed below a blurts out an idea that we ought to leave
I
million though she undertakes more and t~ese far countries alone and enjoy our own
greater public works with each year t~at
passes. In the first ten years of the Fascist
regime more money was spent on public
works-c-all of which have added to the permanent wealth of the country-than
in the
whole time previously since Italy. was united.
Nevertheless, in spite of these great
labours, Italy cannot reduce the numbers
of her unemployed.

Work For

I nches-~ealth

almost untold, built up by
self-denying labour -ever many years.

A Risk Worth Taking
But surely to give way to such an idea
would be greater folly than the dangerous
game we are playing abroad?
We should almost certainly go to the dogs
if we allhad enough to eat, drink and be
merry!
,-._
A risk, perhaps; though many have faith
enough in the original virtue of man and
the goodness of God, to regard it as a
negligible risk-s-a risk, anyway, that is as
nothing to the vast, inestimable perils of
another war.
Hence 'the
bother,
about
National
Dividends.

All Me~ns War

Something must be done to find them
work-for is not work that for which man
exists? Would it not be sheer madness that
a nation which has denied itself, which has
worked desperately hard, and which has
amassed enough wealth to; lie back' and
enjoy a little leisure-would it not be mad.ness to do S0'?
Well, the Italian people seem to think so.
They seem to agree that their destiny is
always to toil and never to enjoy the results.
But there is no~longer enough 'York to do
at horne, and there is a surplus' of things
now which the Italians decide they themselves should not consume.
This surplus
must be exported.
.But how? What about using those great
undeveloped spaces in Africa for a dumping
ground? They
are
mostly
earmarked
already by other great nations that stole
a march on Italy.
But Abyssinia might do; and, since she
won't agree willingly, a preliminary war will
be necessary. There is nothing like a war to
solve the unemployment
difficulty, and,
indeed, the problem of how to dispose of
surplus production as well.
. Hence the tragedy of Abyssinia.

other-s-yes, exchanging, not exporting it and
refusing equivalent imports as they do now).

Choose

The choice, therefore, is between WAR
and the greatest and most perma!1ent
PEACE on earth and GOODWILL to all
men.
It is for the people to choose. By letting.
Alberta is discovering that a Social Credit
their governments drift without direction
the nations are like bodies without souls; Government, in its early stages' at least, is
essentially a "sound money" Government.
and a body without. a soul is a' lunatic.
Probably the most significant development
Lunatics armed with the weapons of modern
.... is the engagement of Mr. Robert J.
war will make war.
'
Magor, an outstanding Montreal actuary
By giving their governments direction,
which the people of any democratic country I and industrial expert, for a six months' smcan do by expressing their will, the situation . vey of the financial and administrative situation, and the postponement until next spring
could be saved, peace and plenty assured,
and the way cleared for that universal good- of the return of Major C. H. Douglas ....
Mr. Aberhart, it is now clear, is proceedwill that is uppermost in men's minds at
ing along fairly orthodox lines.
His reasthis season of the year.
But the time is short. Great is the. respon- surances immediately after his election that
his Government would see that Alberta's
sibility of those who understand.
•
credit was maintained, that all. obligations
I
.'
•
• .

I

But Italy and Abyssinia both belong to
the League of Nations whose other members.
cannot quite sit back and let them fight it
out. There are pledges that it would be
unwise to break, at least without a show
of resistance.
Hence the present trouble with the League
of Nations and its' most prominent members.
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Under the above titles The Times
published a special article on December
19, the followihg extracts from which
show how orthodox finance regards· the
position :-

I'T

The League of Nations

Christmas-Dividend
Scroll of Ben-Amish
Overseas Notes
You and Parliament
Who Said Slavery?
There is No Wealth

Debt and Social Credit

Well, to sum up, we have France and
England making.desperat~ attempts to p~ch
up any .sort- of. compromIse of the Italian- I -,
Rule, Brltanma.
.'
"
Abyssinian war so that a ~nited' Europe may
.. 1_'he~mpr~gnable strength C?f .the financial
be re~q.y,,_t(),face.a ;P9Jj,eI.L.~1,Japan: J~.P'a,:~
,ls ..jl \n~!)<;tnc~,
[~IC!] r~f..Gn:<'t BptalIi has h.een
now the great danger. It IS Japan tl'iathas" demonstrated by tbe'·"event:s<-·of the past_·,,~~.,I.J:lE
lately been flooding the markets of the I twenty years.
Out of successive cnses,
,world with goods so cheap that all the old' British
banks
emerge
with
increased
F the public of this or any other
industrial countries are finding the door reserves and enhanced prestige, and. British
country is really desirous of once and
closing against their surplus output.
insurance companies with a record, over the
for ever freeing itself from the power of
The position is serious.
Without foreign whole period, of continued growth in assets,
~he economic machine, and using the
markets the nations cannot get rid of their in profits and in the capital value of their
~mmense heritage which science and
surplus goods-except
by consuming those shares.
The foregoing is quoted from an
Industry have placed at its disposal, it
goods themselves (or amicably exchanging
advertisement of the Trust of Bank and
has to throw up and place in posltlons
the surplus of one country for that of an- Insurance Shares.
of executive authority men who are
technicians in so broad a sense that they
understand that the very- essence of
perfect technology is to devise medianism. to meet the requirements, the'
policy of those who appointed thein. '
There are thousands of such men in
every country, disgusted With the
policy to which their abilities have been
prostituted ; but so long as the superprod ucer . appoints and supports the
man Who delivers the goods-i.e.,
profits-while
the public elects and
supports the man who only talks, just
so long wi". the tail of production wag
the consuming dog. There is no hope
whatever In the hustings; but a modified
credit-system could transform the world
~~ fiv~ years.-~ajor
C. H. Douglas,

J

Meantime Great Britain has been quietly
pegging away, trying to secure for herself
the great. market' of China. Great Britain
must export the product of her industries,
or her industries would languish and die
(for her self-denying people would not care
to consume the product themselves).
Great Britain sends an emissar~ from h~r
Treasury out to the Far East WIth certain
proposals which are like a key to lock the
door of China against the exports of other
countries.
But S'ir F. Leith Ross (our emissary) is not
welcomed by Japan which. has the same
designs as ourselves.
He receives such a
rebuff that it looks as if we should not
merely not be able to lock the door of
China, but that the door would be, locked
by Japan against us-against
all comers, in
fact.
'
Well, that is serious, when we have decider'
that we .must export the things we really
should rather like to enjoy ourselves. Some-
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A Real Christmas That' is Coming One Day.
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would be met, and that. the Budget would be
balanced meant just what they said ... BUt
reduction 'of expenditure is only one side of
the picture. Taxes undoubtedly
will be
increased.
The first step along this line
was a small increase in the price of beer and
liquors . . .
.
What other taxation increases Albertans
may experience are 'stili unknown.
It is
expected that levies in the income-tax will'
be considerably raised.
In the meantime
Mr. Aberhart is asking the Federal Government to take over the collection of income- taxes in Alberta . . .
An early Government measure to provide
some additional relief for farmers is the
institution of a scheme whereby single men
will be paid $5 a month if they work for a
farmer, while the "employer" will.be allowed
another $5 a month for "hiring" the man.
Certain classes of the population who
voted Social Credit into' power are restless
over the failure of the promised $25 monthly
dividend to make its appearance ...
Appeals for co-operation are heard daily.
The Premier, in addressing a convention of
teachers recently, asked for their "co-operation in reporting persons able to pay taxes
but refusing,"
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production AI, Population C3
According to Lt.-General Sir Harry Knox"
"more than fifty pet cent. of those applying
for enlistment in the Army are registered as

partly fOE artificial silk, ha~stoplle?- shipping Board and man-handle the circumstances.
the, former-and has secured two-thirds of the Obviously we can't get very far without dismarket for rayon, which it is claimed is more ciplinary powers. Let us, then, make it into
I 63A.Strand,
W.C.2. Tel. TEM 7054.
a sort of Fascist institution which can courtprofitable.
,
This is only a news item from the economic martial an unfortunate farmer if he grows
Subscription Rates. home or abroad, post free:
C3· "
war that is being waged the world over. too many potatoes, or potatoes which don't
One year 10/-. six months 5/-. three months 2/6 (Canada
The system which produces this horrifying
aDd U.S.A. 11/-.5/6 and 2/9)
After
result-the
money system-also
makes it Japan can undersell the world in an increas- comply with official specifications.
ing
range
of
products,
and
in
rayon
has
that
let
us
court-martial
a
few
middle-men
essential that our armed forces be maintained
risen in the last ten years from sixth place for obstructing the general working of the
Christmas 1935-and After at a high pitch of efficiency, as current events to
.
the second largest producer. Wages form scheme.
demonstrate.
E wish to all our readers a Happy
What about the people who eat potatoes?
The main cause of war to-day is the bitter" an insignificant part of the cost of rayon, so
Christmas and, to all who can bear the struggle for export markets, in which to sell that sweated labour does not account for low Are they satisfied? What has that got to do
thought of it, a merry one.
Weare not goods unsaleable at home, owing to the Japanese prices. Everything points to the with the finances, anyway?
unmindful of the fact that many of th~m inability of the population to buy all that can use of the national credit to subsidise
Japanese
exports, an inversion of the
Invisible Eggsports!
are victims of the system which we, and be produced or obtained by exchange with Douglas
proposals,
which provide
for
other countries.
This inability in turn
According
to the press a German poultry
they, are determined to end; a system which,
results in a C3 population, for that part of the use of national credit to subsidise farmer has been sent to prison for failure to
for the majority, turns into a bitter mockery it which is unemployed is more than half- home consumption.
pay duty on some' millions of eggs.
The
the festival at which everyone, even the most starved, and that part in employment is subfarm is on the border between Germany and
Holland, and the farmer
finding feed
morose, and even the non-Christian, expands, ject to constant strain due to dread of
Britain's Dangerous Diet
at least' in imagination, with thoughts of becoming unemployed.
So much h'ot air is talked about our cheaper in Holland, and eggs dearer in
We have an AI productive system able national diet that it is refreshing to read a Germany, tried to make the best of both
peace and goodwill to all men.
'
to provide directly, or' by friendly exchange little commonsense from a man like Dr. ,G. countries' economic systems by feeding his
At no other season does such a phrase as with other countries, a high standard of living
birds in Holland and driving them back to
"the good old days" convey such an idea of for all; but the distributive, or money system, Arbour Stephens, of Swansea, who .is back lay in Cermany, He will now have time to
from the' recent world tour, organised by
.reflect on the absurdity of a system which
contrast as the present. Contrast on the one is not even C3; it is more like Z13. It is a the B.M.A.
hand with the spacious festivities of the past, system which says in effect : "You must not
He thinks that China is the best fed penalises him for bringing wealth into
be it noted, for taking it out
conveyed in the writings of novelists of the eat unless you work and [to an increasing nation, Japan has the best balanced dietary, Germany-not,
extent] we don't want your work."
of Holland.
while
our
own
diet
he
calls
actually
danger19th century and earlier, with their wassail,
By demanding the abolition of poverty and ous!
This is a typical result, though a minor
"The national palate has been dispunch and capons, and oxen roasted whole, the issue of National Dividends, we are
turbed," he says. "In my opinion nothing one, of a system which by failing to, disand contrast on the other with the possibili- demanding that the money system be made but a national crisis will bring the people tribute sufficient purchasing power in' the
AI in keeping with the productive system; back to their senses."
-horne market, makes it necessary for each
ties of a liberated future, so lusciously
'thai, in fact, the wages of the machine,
country to export all that it can and refuse
The
causes
of
this,
according
to
him,
are
depicted upon the opposite page.
which constantly displaces human labour, De two.
imports in exchange. A major result of this
Our
animals
are
being
fed
on
It is difficult to decide which is the more issued as an intome to all, derived from the
exhausted soils so that their vitality is system' is war, to which the bitter fight for
remarkable,
the actual change for the work of past generations. This is the first
lowered and disease germs are given every export markets inevitably leads.
The old saying that "you cannot make an
meaner and stingier that a defective financial and essential step to' secure an AI population,
chance to flourish. At the same time we are
and
the
removal
of
the
main
cause
of
war.
omelette
without breaking eggs" could be
machine has imposed upon us in the face of
eating large quantities of white bread and
This' will put an end to the deg;ading of cheap imported foods.
rewritten,
"You cannot get export markets
the ever-increasing productivity that has
without
breaking
heads." The Abyssinians '
people as cannon fodder.
Both these things arise from there being
proceeded simultaneously, or the patient
could testify to this.
a
chronic
shortage
of,
money
in
our
pockets.
toleration of such a monstrous situation by
.
U
I
t?
Nobody in his right senses would prefer
..
dI
Lersure
or nemp oymen
.
MightIer
Than the Swor .
the people of this country, great in history.
.
meat. out 0f' tins to h ome- kill ed b ee,f or
.
But though at this Christmas, 1935, our
"Looking into the future It appea.rs to tinned milk to fresh milk. But the task of
Speaking at the annual banquet of the
IT),ethat, owing to man's ~eater efficiency living on .the B.M.A. standa~d of SS. IOYzd. Corporation. of Certified Secretaries, Judge
feelings must be mixed about the festivities
~nd to. the adv.ent of machi~ery ~nd om.er a week with only ss. to do It, often forces Kennedy. said :
,.
which we hope to enjoy, we hold in our
,mvennons, an increase of leisure IS.commg people against their wills. Furthermore, the . Som~ might appreciate. and some. deplore t?-e
hands, jointly and' severally, the instrument
"to the people of the country, .and It would . . . ti
• . d t
bing always at the mcreasmg Go~ernme~tal mt.erference m the affairs
"
I h
,'"
imua lye In III us rye,
of men but it was mcreasmg, and no one could
II
which can make it possible in the next year,
be we to suggest to peop e ow to amuse producing end of. it, ma~ufactlirers ar~ ab.le see wh;t might prove to be the limits of that' interDr the "next, for tis to wish our readers with ' themselves whe~ notat work.-:-!he Duke to' put oyer ,on, us white bread" FilbOld' ~ere~ce.: ~itJl., that. increase of Governmental p.art
.of York, speakm~. at, ,the o,peTfmg of ~~e ,;Studge, Bloggs's' Breakfast ..' Fo,Q,d,. or any . ill '<I,d,pnf,llstratiOn the:e, must" be -. corr,espondiIIg
gmuine conviction, a Merry Christmas and
DeLa
Warr,:Pav~li.Q1j.:':at
Bexhill .. J, l' : -6i:her money~makihg dietary they lik~. "
~;:a~n;o!~:' me~ qua~l~ed t~ta~~
~ecr~--~---aRappYilitl'Pfosf>efi)u~iar.
We would humbly. suggest to hi~ Royal
His remarks were underlined, in a Slg111Great is the Will of' the People, and it
Highness that the very reasons he. gIves f~r
A Professor's Outburst
ficant jest by Mr. N. K. Lindsay, who
shall prevail.
the increase of leisure are depnvmg his
Pr f
'H
E Ar
In
ld
referred to secretaries as "parasites produc.I So"mstrong
.
.
peop Ie 0f t h e purc hasi
asmg power whi cb will
WI F II'1'0 essor
f h R.
bi
Iteo
_kest
dIng.
nothmg
and l'Ivmg
upon ot hI"
er peop e.
*
*
*
.
dmi
e ow 0 t e oya oClety itter y attac e
...
h
h
he necessary to t em to gam a mittance to"
11 d
ientifi
'" .
We have nothing agamst secretanes, W 0
Brass Tacks
the pleasures of the pavilion. For the' full
so-cd
a e dSdClentlc progress
ll1 a
recent I frequently have a hard and thankless, task,
.
' ,
..
.
n on a ress.
..
I
. havi
hi
d h
but weesimply see another SIgnpost to the
ARD upon the cable, published in our enjoyment and use of leisure It IS necessary L~,W
that individuals first have economic freedom
e gory.m . avmg ac eve t e m.os,~ card index state.
last issue, from Captain Rushworth on -which
cannot be attained without reform marv~llous scientific pr~gress,. as we call It,
the New Zealand election result, comes a
'dit system .
he said, "but what
f h
d . IS It bemg
'ali usedh for?
.
significant and encouraging' note in The o t e ere
,Bankrupt Shopkeepers
\Ve are so steepe In commerci
sm t at we
Times of December 19. Labour Ministers,
cannot for a moment see what are the real
A survey of the retail trade indicates that
it is reported, are beginning to talk freely of
"Man with the Queerest Hobby"
needs of our time. There is no science ,there are now about a million shops in this
monetary reform in terms of a revolutionary
represents
an enormous
Under this heading- the Daily Mail for being made use of in governments except .country. This
change in the system so that the people can
December 19 reports the case of a Mr. A. P. in the departments concerned with the army increase since the war. Yet a high authority
receive' the benefit of the nation's credit.
Beatty who was summoned for income tax and navy. There has, for instance, been the calculates that no less than 250,000 shopThere is a familiar ring about this, reminisgreatest possible neglect of the nation's food. keepers have gone out of business in the last
arrears. When interviewed, this recalcitrant
cent of our own .pet phrase "the beneficial
pigeon told the reporter, "I began collecting The nation's food is growing steadily worse ten years.
ownership of credit" by the community.
About four per cent. of the shops comprise
summonses in 193I when Mr. Snowden intro- because it has been taken over by commerThe Minister of Finance, whose appointduced the new scale of taxes ... I main- cial interests without any consideration of some ninety big combines and just under
ment was received "with general satisfaction"
tained that the tax was out of all proportion, what is right or wrong in what is, being 1,200 co-operative societies, which do about
in "business circles" only a week or two ago,
thirty per cent. of all the retail trade.
The
meaning a far greater sacrifice for the man eaten."
is in danger of blotting his copybook in these
What
is science?
Knowledge.
The remaining ninety-six per cent. of the shops
with the small income than for the wealthier
self-same circles by his remarks about proman ...•
I kick IIp as much fuss as I can Hindus have a fable about a number of employ on the average less than one assistant
tecting New Zealand "as far as humanly
about paying it. When I am summoned I blind men who were arguing about an per shop, and their average turnover is only
possible, against oversea economic or financial
One of them 'felt its tail and
I,7oo a year.
send small sums like two or three shillings. elephant.
influences," and insulating it from outside,
In many of the big industrial cities there
I have more than fifty receipts for income deduced that it was a creature like a large
forces.
'
worm, fixed at one end; another felt its tusks are tens of thousands of tiny shops turning
tax since 1931."
These are shrewd blows, straight from the
It cannot be said too often that there is and declared that it was a small, hard, bony over only a pound or two a week. Most of
shoulder, and they have behind them, not
creature; and so on. Each blind man formed these sell food. Instead of the well-estabthe usual froth and ballyhoo, but a united no need for taxation at all. But if there his opinion from a part of the animal.
lished, efficiently-run family
grocer or
were more like Mr. Beatty the present system
people.
This sort of knowledge is exactly like our butcher which our grandfathers knew, we
Most important, from two angles, is the of legalised robbery of rich and poor alike scientific knowledge of to-day. Professors of have the ill-lit, inefficient parlour-shop,
utterance of the new Prime Minister, Mr. J. would soon become so tiresome to administer Economics and others are like moles, each which is often the product of congested areas
that drastic measures would be taken against
Savage, consisting of two short sentences:
and slums.
them.
Mr. Beatty, striking his blow for blind outside his own burrow. '
"The Government certainly will
So just as the financial-industrial system
freedom,
must
feel
like
the
man
who
kicked
control ~,the currency and credit of
the 'gasometer-a little lame and lonely. He The, Small Potato and the Big Potato saps the life-blood out of the countryside
New· Zealand."
Mr. F. A. Secrett, in a lecture before the and produces gigantic, overloaded towns, so
No word of nationalisation here; the New and all like him who object to being mulcted
to
pay
the
banks
for
sitting
.on
the
nation's
Royal
Society of Arts, said that the Potato it concentrates the bulk of the retail trade in
Zealand Social Credit Movement has done
credit should join in the Electoral Campaign Marketing Board, by enforcing the use of a a handful of great combines and co-operathat job well.
to make their will known and to make it minimum riddle, is keeping small potatoes tive societies, ruining independent shop"We will begin to give effect to that
prevail.
off the market and encouraging all growers keepers by the ten thousand and leaving a.
policy early in the New Year with the
to produce a big potato which the public vast number of poor, struggling, inefficient
least possible delay."
5d. a Yard C.I.F.
doesn't want. He said he had recently dined parlour-shops.
That means business. Good luck to you,
It is just one more example of the centralat a restaurant where. the small potatoes
A
report
from
Jamaica
states
that
Japanese
ML Savage, and look out for squalls.
ising
tendency of "Sound Finance."
artificial silk is being sold to importers at served had been purchased as seed.
The Official Organ of the Social Credit
=Secretariat, Limited
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Beware of the Cloven Hoof
We call the. special attention of all our
readers
to the important
article entitled
PRINCIPLES
OF ORGANISATION
which is inserted in this issue as a special
supplementary feature.
Written. by Mr. L. D. Byrne, Director of
Organisation of the Social Credit Secretariat
Limited, this article shows conclusively that
collective responsibility for individual action
is not merely obstructive and dangerous, but
bears unmistakably
the mark of the beast.

People don't like big potatoes, they
prices ranging from Sd. to 7d. a yard C.I.F.,
Yet little potatoes are
whereas similar British goods cost at least demand little ones.
Murder by "Sound Finance"?
IS. a yard.
C.I.F. means that the price being deliberately kept off the market!
The reasons for the high death-rate and
includes cost, insurance and freight, there- Every month we seem to be getting further
fore the factory price of these silks must be away from the true object of Industry, which low birth-rate of the previous two years
is surely to provide us all with the things we [I931-32] are obscure, but it is. believed to
extraordinarily low.
have been due to depressed economic condiSome eighteen months ago the British want.
Instead of keeping this simple aim in view, tions aggravated by a severe cyclone in 1931.
colonies, which were not precluded from
The drastic cuts in personnel [on the raildoing so by treaties, were forced by Great we concentrate entirely on the financial
Britain to restrict import of Japanese textiles aspects. The potato growers have somehow way] made in 1931-32have been fully justiReport
on' the Social and
by quotas. J arnaica limited such imports to or other to make profits. Unfortunately, if fied.-Annual
Progress
of the
People
of
600,000 yards a year, and now Japan, instead matters are left to themselves, they don't. Economic
of using this allotment partly for cotton and Very well, then, let us set up a Potato Mauritius, 1933 (H.M. Stationery Office).
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CHRISTMAS
DIVIDEND YEAR X

The SECOND SCROLL of the
SCRIBE BEN-AMISH
LBEIT the pr~ests of, Mammon. we~'e 'grind and ~ppress us that they may live in
very powerful m the land of Bri-Tain
luxury.
'
A
and in other land~, and skilled in magic so
The rich say: The country is poor because

"What think ye of Christ," friend? when
all's done and said,
Like you this Christianity or, not?
It may be false, but will you wish it true?
Has it your vote to be so if it can?
(R. B. Bishop Blougram's Apobogy.)
-the emergence into the full light of a
day of such splendour as we can at present
only envisage dimly. (C.H.D.).
I

that t~e people be~~ved wl;J.atso~verthey told
them in the Da-ili Nus-Papyn, even that
abundant harvests were a curse and should
be destroyed, yet were the people's sufferings
very great and they murmured more and
more among themselves.
And the Magus Dou-Glas who sought how
he might deliver the land from the opp~essive rule of Mammon, said within himself:
These men are crafty. They know that the
number of those who listen to my words
increaseth. It shall come to pass that when
they are no .longer able to keep knowledge
of my teachmgs from the people, they will
feign to yield to them. Whereas formerly
nothing was permitted to appear in the Da-ili
Nus-Papyri
concerning the, doctrine of
Soci-al-Kredit, presently they shall be full
of it and all the scribes shall be instructed
to write of it, saying that it is worthy to be
studied and that all should know of it, and
that they who know nothing of this teaching
are worthy to be counted among those who
have been and are not.

the workers demand high wages and it
profiteth not to employ them, thus there is
no work.
'
Yet others say: It is because there is no
peace in the world but all is strife and
rumours of war, and men cannot carryon
'their b,:!siness where there is no l?eace and
N a most drear December Sunday evenno stabIlity. Let ~lS,therefore, bnng about
ing a popular preacher broadcast from
peace by international agreement and all a well-known London church. He was makshall prosper.
ing his annual appeal for funds to bring a
The poor see not that the rich have not little yti.le~tide comfort into' the homes of
taken all, although there is still left an certain poor subjects of the King.
~bunda~;e that profiteth none, fo~ it is called
Why, thought one hearer at least, should
surplus and destroyed. The nch see not
their comforts be restricted to Christmas,
that that land is not poor that can produce
when a National 'Dividend would banish
"surpluses" without using all its manpower.
chill penury from every home in the land,
Those who cry for peace see not that there
for 36.5 days in the year, and leave a bit
is no peace because men suffer lack in the
over for February 29. Indeed it would set
midst of plenty, and that men do not suffer
the warm-hearted dispenser of creature comlack because there is no peace.
forts free' to devote all his energy to the
And the Magus Dou-Glas and many others
spiritual needs of his flock; for we shall
who were not deceived by the magic of the
still be sinners, though not quite so miserpriests and of Mont-i-Normon, pondered on
these things and considered deeply how the able perhaps, and with little temptation to
people might be delivered from the evil break the eighth commandment.
Now it is more than likely that the learned
enchantment
and live and enjoy the plenty
The House of Deceit
and discreet priest in question has heard of
of the earth.
There are now the Torihs, the Li-Berals
D. BEAMISH. Social Credit. That being so let me in all
and the Laborites who sit in the Hoµse of
(To be continued)
humility and with the deepest reverence
,
Pahl-Ament. Presently there shall peradventure be also the, Soci-al-Krediters, and
among them will be the servants of Mam~~~~(~~~~~~~~(~~~~&Y.~~~~
mon even as they are also a~ong t~e ~orihs,
PJ~PJ~PJ~P::;~PJ~P:;~'J~JJ~P..i~
the Li-Berals and the Labontes, feigning to
serve the people but in their hearts plotting
~
how they ~ay destroy the fruits, of !he
"'i
AHAPPY
CHRISTMAS
to you all !
~
ground; calling the blttern~,ss of unending..
And may you have the wherewithal
labour "the blessmg of work lest the people
shall see that the mighty machines th:ir foreT ~ join in the f~lV~ It~
,
~
fathers invented are good, ~nd be ~bera!ed
"'i
WIth customary
jollity .
by them to live each. according to .his desire,
w.orking;at that' which seemeth good unto
.
The, shops are bulging everywhere
~
him, bemg a free man and not a slave. .
"'i
With every sort of Christmas fare,
~
The Torihs the Li-Berals and the Labontes
Th
h
'
" t t: 11 ag'og ,
, serve their
. " master Mammon an d not t h e
~
e s op aSSlS" an sa,
all
.
people-though m.any among them know not
To sell you the whole c~talogue.
J'" '
that they serve himj. and' 'the proof thereof
~ "'i
,
,
1. '
is that in the midst of abundance the people
~
The gifts to send to all your friends;
, , ';,
starve and suffer lack.
,
The Christmas
cards to make amends
It happeneth in this wise.
The 'people
~"'i
For never writing all the year;
'"
desire f~od, clothing, houses to dwell m and
~
Th
hi k
d the wine and beer
their children ,may be taught and nurtl~re~i.
~
e w IS y an .
. .,..
Their servants whom they appoint to SIt m
And heaps ~f nch dehc.lOus food
the House of Pahl-Ament promise that they
"'i
To put you m that Christmas
mood;
'"
.'
h
h
desi
Af
~
. 1
d hi
wII~obtain .for them w at t ey . esire.
t~~
..
The holly, mist etoe an
t ~ng.s;
,a
a little while the peo~le read ~n the Da-lli
~
The oddments and the garlllshmgs
;
~..
Nus-Papyri: These thmgs are mdeed to be
d h f
h
'
'"
d . d nd who desireth not that all should
The crackers an t e unny
ats,
eSlre , af d
11h
d
d th t the little
And suchlike to amuse the brats;
be well e,
we
ouse, an
a
,_."
children should ~e well taught and nurt~red?
In fact, the shopman s o?e desire
~~
But, alas, there is no money. Where lS the
~"'i
Is to supply all you reqUlre.
'"
t come from seeing that we have
',and
money 0
.
W ?
~
been impoverished by the Great
ar
All very well ! but what's the use
~!s

(fully aware that I may be misunderstood)
venture to adapt, and address to him, the
question which "Sylvester Blougram, styled
in partibus Episcopus;' put to Mr. "Gigadibs
the literary man":
"What think ye of Douglas," friend? when
all's done and said,
'
Like you this Social.Credit or not?
I t may be false, but will you wish it true?
Has it your vote to be so if it can?

O
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Well, let us' assume that after a period
of hesitation the answer is in the affirmative
and that he and all the rest of the hierarchy
of the Church Militant have marched, horse,
foot and artillery into the Social Credit
camp.
Victory having crowned the allied forces
and poverty, with all its train of crime and
suffering,
banished
from
the __King's
dominions for ever and a day, let us try for
a moment to "envisage dimly" what Christmas fare will look like in an average household in the year of Plenty N.D.X. Let us
drop in at "Mon Repos" on John and Mary
who married on the strength of their first
Dividend and lived happily ever afterwards.

.
One of the m~nor probl~~s. of the earlier
~ays, when ~hnstmas ~eStIVlUeSwere freed
from the taint of chanty, was how to get
a 20 ~b. turkey into the oven. of a gas-cooker.
This was before the Divioven, .which
could accommodate anything from a baron
of beef to a batch of bread; but as half the
houses 'and flats had inadequate kitchens it
took a year or two to make the necessary
adjustments.
'
In the meantime a brace of pheasants had
to deputise for the turkey, but the chatelaine
of "Mon Repos," bei~g a lady of ,infinite
re~ource, decided to gIve John a real surpnse.
After taking counsel "with Eunice the
cook,. who gave it as J:er considered' opinion
.that It could be done If they both got down
to it and didn't mind a bit of extra trouble
, they set about the preparation of a Pheasant
~ la Braise; according to the rules laid- down
~n an old c?qk;ry book dated 1751 found
m Aunt Lavinia s lacquer box when the poor
lady died of undernourishment and cold in
her lodgings at Bath, December 25, 1935.
'
•

!

Pheasant a la Braise

fl

.&

.

The Great Lie

.. fl
&

,

'"

Of lots of turkey, lots of .goose,
A d 11 you want for makmg merry
n a
..
.'
When lots of rt dlssolve~ like vapour~
Because the pea Die can t produce
.,
The very, very necessary
Little bits of printed paper?
C G D
. . .

And the people percelve not that It is a
lie, for how indeed can there be at one and
h
t"
poverty and over-production?
"'i
t e sa~e rrne
.
b
And If the land had .m truth
een
~
impoverished, corn and milk a~d fish and
cattle would not be destroyed; neither would
d that no more cloth be
~
I
b d
ooms e estroye..,
.
made, nor two ~lllions m:n stand m the
~
market place while none hireth them.
If
r
r
,there were indeed any lack they would all be I
~ ~~~~~~~~~)~
hired to make more.
,
And certain of the people say: Yea: we '
know that. there ~s no lack of these thmgs,
but there lS ~ gne~ous shortage. of money,
,.
.,
am), what av.alleth It t~at there lS plenty of
This pamphlet" advocates t~e effective
wheat, of wine, ?f milk an~ of honey, of colonisation of Rhodesia by white races by
woollen and of silken cloth If there be not means of subsidised immigration. Most of
the money to buy th~m?'
"
the gold which Rhodesia pr<;>duceswould be
And they bow t~elr heads and tighten retained by a state ~ank, which would cre~te
their belts and consider not that those ~ho loan funds for capital develop~ent, which
keep the nation's accounts must be keepmg includes the increase of population, There
false accounts if there is a la~k of money would also be a state mortgage bank to lend
while at the same time there is abundance
money at 2 per cent. on immovable proper~y.
of real wealth.
The author has not adopted the "SOCIal
Credit scheme" of Major Douglas, "much as
, Confusion
he admires him," because (I) "It is doubtful
Some say:
It is because
we are if Southern Rhodesia is yet" as a State,
and '(2) "Because
impoverished by the Great War; others, it is sufficiently mature,"
because the merchandise that cometh from although it is agreed that consumption must
It appears that these proabroad is not taxed and, therefore, the mer- be subsidised, yet
..
'.
.
to subsidise lmrmgrant consumers
chants of Bri-Tain cannot sell their goods at posals
'. '.
. ,
a profit.
ach~eve that aim, .and, a! the. same trme
The poor say: It is because the rich take ~chleve the other. aim of ~~ducmg a largely
all and there is nothing left for us, and they increased populat~on here.
But the author s proposals amount. to an'
I
orthodox svstem
at a low
rate of mterest,
J
.'.
for under. them
Rhodesia
would
still Icreate
ATIONAL Dividends' are money
.
debt agamst Itself, due on an account a ready
to buy goods that are now destroyed
'
,
,
and production that is,restricted.
• Rhodesia A Nation, by "A. Rhodesian."
Salisbury,Rhodesia: The Herald Office. 2S, 6d.
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Rich Youth Running into Debt

...

N

'...
paid. The subsidy itself lS a debt to the
State ~ank.
..
'.
National DIvldet;ds and it subsidy tosecure the Jus~ Pr~ce would not be. debt:
ther would e~tmgUl.sh.debt.. ~hodesIa,. prodU~lt;g gold m quantity:, IS m an ideal
pOSItlOnat the rrese?t time .to adopt these
two me~sures 0 SOCla~Credit for It co~ld
defend Itself from ou~slde atta~k by pay!ng
for necessary surp!us rmports with gold.
ARTHURWELFORi>.

h

T e .Heart

f

0 Finance
DO
t k
h
th
h
f
no
now were
e eart 0
. t
t'
If
. t bid
In erna lona Inance IS 0 e ocate ,
lf
h
.
btl
nor even I sue an organ exists, u
strongly suspect that if it could be both
found and cut open, the words, "Divide
and Rule" would befound there engraved
.In Iett ers 0f go.Id T0 pue Ire at Iits Iowes,t
Doug Ias has been rIg
. ht t 000 ft en t:lor hiIS
advlIce to be diIsregar
'ard e d, now WI
lthou't
th
t
r
d '.
J D 'B
e graves reasons lOr:: olng sO.- ...
in "Social Credit," November 8.
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Lay a Layer of Beef, all o,:er your Pan,
then a Laye'\-of Veal, a Iittle Piece of 'Bacon,
Piece of Carrot, an Onion stuck' with six
Cloves,a Blade or, two _ofMace, a Spoonfulof
Pepper, Black and White, and a bundle of
Sweet Herbs; then lay in the Pheasant, lay a
Layer ,of Ve~l, and then a Layer ?f' B~ef to
cover It, set It on the fire five or SIXMinutes,
~henpour in two quarts of boiling Water; COVer
it close, and let it stew very softly an Hour
a Half, then take up your Pheasant and
Keep it hot, and let the Gravy boil till there
abol~ta Pint; th~n strain it off, and put it
m agam, and put m a Veal Sweetbread,first
being stewedwith the Pheasa,nt"thenput in soni,e
Trufflesand Morels,some Livers of Fowls,Artichoke-Bottoms,
and ~sparagl:'s-Tops,if you have
them; le~ all .these Simmerl!1the' Gravy about
five or SiXMinutes, the,n ada two ~poon~ulsof
Catchup,two of Red Wine, and a Iittle plece of
Butter, rolled in Flour, shake all together, put
in your Pheasant,let 'them stew :'111 t~gether with
a few Mushrooms about fiveor SiXMinutes more,
then take up the Pheasant and pour your Ragoo
all over with a few Force-MeatBall. Garnish
with Lemon. You may lard it if you chuse."
It was a triumph and the turkey was not
missed.
The ph~asant was preceded by
turbot with lobster sauce and followed by
plum-pudding with brandy butter.
The
dinner concluded with John's favou~ite
savo~ry; ang;els on horse.b~ck. So pend~ng
-the Ihstallat~on of a Divioven the Smith
household did not do so badly.
•
Happy Endmg
,.Before breakfast JoJ:n had placed on the
dining-room mantelpiece two bottles of
vintage Volnay, and later in the day, when
Mary, flushed with the final supervision of
the pheasant and feeling a trifle braised herself was in her room applying velocite to her
nose, a solemn ceremony was conducted in
the pantry with a corkscrew and a silver
wine strainer bearing the hall-mark of,
George III.
*

Dinner' over and the cloth removed, the
decanter began its stately progress. After
the loyal toast and "absent friends" -had been
duly honoured there was a moment's silence.
Evidently the little company was expecting
something. Rising to his feet, glass in hand,
John, said, "I give you the toast which is
being honoured to-day wherever the English
tongue is spoken; the health of 'the man to
whom we owe so much - Clifford Hugh
Douglas.
J. S. KIRKBRIDE.
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Overseas Notes

Froln

Continents

, best of all: "For the successful enforcement
of compulsory labour. adequate publicity
should first be organised, so as to convince
the people of- its significance and induce
them to contribute their labour readily."
Something tells -me that the people will be
convinced of its; significance all right, without any propaganda. But we will do the
General the credit of assuming that in thus
caricaturing
the
processes of modern
"democratic" government, he had his tongue
in his cheek.

ARC'HER'S
DREAM

HE following passages, extracted from
"Warning Democracy,"* a series. of
printing
it'
from
the
national
treasury
instead
South Africa
addresses and articles by Major Douglas
of paying the banks to do it.
HE Union of South Africa is faced with
betweeen 1920 and 1931, have a special signi"The banking system has stolen a part of
special problems of race 'and language our constitution," said Father Coughlin. "If
ficance in view of the recently published.
which are likely to make propaganda for we pay the bonus in the constitutional way,
book "On.. Dreams," by the late William
National
Dividends
a rather
ticklish the way provided by the Patman Bill, we can
Archer, a quotation from which is given
later.
business.
First there are the Dutch and re-assert the sovereignty of our Government
*
*
*
English
popul'ations,
"whose ' apparent
.
.
.
it
is
our
contention
that
the industrial,
.~.. if, we use the unconstitutional way, the
More, Please!
'interests do not invariably coincide. Then Bankers'
international, and, to a large extent, the social
way, we (who ought to be a
difficultieswith which the world is plagued at
there is the coloured population in the Cape, sovereign people) will be going to the bankers
Those who send me complete issues of local
the present time do not arise either . . . 'from
and finally (excluding smaller blocs) the with 'tin cups in our hands and dark glasses overseas papers or cuttings from them, have
anything in the nature of physical scarcity ...
Kaffirs, whose cheap labour goes far towards on our eyes' and begging them to lend us my sincere gratitude, though not always, I
or any lack of what.is commonlycalled goodwill
enabling the Transvaal mines to show pro- something they haven't got."
fear,
my
prompt
acknowledgment.
The
The Social
in any of the parties concernedin the actual profits.
cessesof industry.
'
Credit Editor concludes, "Father Coughlin is smaller papers are very often the fairest, the
From our detached position we may feel , coming further and further into line with most interesting, and the most truly repre'. . . we say that the danger of international
convinced that National Dividends would, in Social Credit, in this question of money. sentative; others, 'While not small, may come
conflict,'which is insistent and growing,also does
fact, be the only ultimate solution to South Whether you agree with him or not, you will from comparatively isolated parts of the
not arise from any desire on the part of the,
Africa's difficulties, but "colour" questions, find him stimulating and illuminating. He English-speaking world where fair discussion
populationsof the world to fight each other.
although admittedly springing to a great may be heard every Sunday at 4 o'clock over of controversial questions is .still welcomed.
We point ... to the half employedfactories...
extent from economic distress, can take on a station WOR." .And, may I remind those A copy of the Te Rau Wet;kly News (New
to the farms going out of cultivation . . . to the
shopsand storesfull of goods... to the millions'
life of their own, as anyone who has lived with, adequate sets, he speaks from Detroit, Zealand), full of Social Credit, and a batch
of unemployed and half-employed working
in a country with a mixed population is which brings it to about midnight in this of correspondence from the Malay Mail
peopleasking to be allowedto ,make more'goods.
bound to admit. It is not a realistic approach coun_try.
(Kuala Lumpur) on the same subject have
and, on the other hand, to the millionsof people
to Social Credit to thrust the pure "milk of
prompted these belated thanks for many and
... whoseone idea of the better life is that they
*
*
the word" down all throats, regardless of
appeal for more.
'
should be able to obtain more goods, food;
Western
Australia
circumstances, and then express scorn for the
J.D.B.
clothes,housing and servtees,which as producers
"prejudices" of the hearer because he is not
Mr. H. K. Watson, Chairman of the
they are not allowedto create.
prepared to swallow it at a 'gulp. There are, Dominion League of Western Australia, and
-. . it, is not goods which are scarce, it is
as the saying goes, more ways of killing a a leadir:g n:ember of. last yea(~ Secession
ino~ey,.or, more accurately, purchasing power,
cat than choking it with cream. National
Delegation, IS angry with the Bntlsh,Govern-.
.
which 1Sscarce ...
Dividends are the simplest, and we believe ment for its delays and discourtesies in the
~Iddlesex County Council adds. £81,00~ to
.. if it were in the nature of things that ...
the best, form in which the essential implica- matter of the secession petition. This is not relief budget,- the two reasons gwen bemg
the quantity of money in the worldwas fixedby
tions of Social Credit may be distilled to a in the least surprising; the Western Austra- that an anticip'at~d increase in eI?-p~oyment
the laws of nature, o~ c~se w~uld.be despe~at~,
but we find by techmal mvesuganon tha~ It IS
mass political demand, as far as English- lian delegation, with an overwhelming pro- ~ad not m~tenalised! and the rapid mcrease
not so ,fij(ed,that th~ amount of money m the
speaking countries are concerned. But it is portion of the State solidly behind them, in populatlOn.-"Dazly Express," November
world
quite possible that a demand for results f oun d JIn L on d on some thinz
mg more difficu It 29, 1935.
',' 1S almost entirely dependent upon the
.. '.
*
*
*
action of ... banks, that ... the banking system
should take other forms where there are to get roun d th an open Opposltlon-eVaslOn
..
..
can, and does, control the prosperity of every
special problems to face.
and delay. Th~y were ev~ntually forced ~o
One pe~'son.m four IS .hvmg . below the
countryin the world ... that the banking system
,"
return home WIthout havmg succeeded in poverty line m the United Kmgdom. is a man-rnade system controlled by men and
, "Produce to Consume
extracting anything much but numberless Government Blue Book,.,Miscellaneous Pubcan be altered by men.
These considerations have been brought to official banquets coupled with an exasperat- lications NO.2.
The method by which this .:.. can be rectified
my mind as a result of. reading the p~o- ing. ref~sal torliscuss business.
-r:he econ*
*
*
: . : is. technical, and. :. . I do not propose to
gramme of The Economic Re~orm Asso~la- ,omlc grlevanc:es of W~ster? Australia are, of
Blind cripple robbed of 3S. rd.
Very
inflict it on you. I.' .. ask you to ... accept
tion of South Africa, ~any pom~s of which course, not different in klr:d ~rom .those of serious, as family income is only 4S. a week.
the st~teme~t... Just made as correct.
have a strongly Social Credit fl.ll:vour. the rest of the State~, but ItS.Isolatlo? fr~m -"Evening
News," December 5, 1935.
Taking this for granted, ... y~u.would naturNational
Dividends are not mentioned
the rest of Australia combined
WIth ItS
,
ally assume that the great majority of people
specifically but "bridging the gap between really desperate economic plight has driven
*
"
*
would regard su~ha_matter as beitJ.&,
not only of
.'
'"'.~,,
.
.. Into ta ki'ng, extreme act,IOn,
. 'fi' rst.
D r. Sch ach t, Presid
the
production
and consumption
IS,
as aIso' It
The,
resi ent 0fIR'
t re eich sb an k',
f greatest
h pOSSible
d', mterest
' ' but as In the nature
.
.
ducti
,
..'.
.
.
'
d M"
,f E
.
"d
L"
0 a very appy Iscovery.
"the freeing of the increasing pro ucnve present constitutional pOSItlOn(quotmg from an
mister 0
conorrncs, sal at eIpzIg,
B'
aki''-''
'"
,ower of our country' f or th e b ene fit 0f our' "Whi' • t heer Australia?
Who
h
'
"Hi
l'll
'II"
fl.'
of
h
ut
spe fng generally
the "informationto
which
ustra
a
r
It
er
Western
t
er
WI
never
a
ow
In
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0
tel
h
d"
t"
d W1t-'
. h the enthuP'
,
.
"
"
.'
"G
I '
"
"h
ave re ene 'lS, no rece1ve
people,",an~" "the rendering un~ecessary of Australi~? the pamphlet publ.lshed by lVk
er~an currency.,
g.uarantee ~o you F ~t
siasm which at first-sight you would expect.
the destruction or export of those products Watson m Perth last month), IS as follows: I WIll never ta,ke part in such trickery, If It
...
f 'he
d th
.
d
d-b
"Theoeti
h
b
.
d
b
h
'sh
Id
b
.
d
d'"
-... ~nW;;l,SIIl
.r .money.system.tand
of our-country which are nee e"', y-our own
,eJpetltlon
as not een reJecte
y t e s ou ," em' any way recommen e.
gestion
that it Qcould
be improved',
k e sugth
people." The Association's slogan is "Pro- Imperial Parliamen!.
An opportunity for "Daily Mail;" December 5, 1935·
most furious resentment,akin to ili~r~~~e::men~
duce to Consume." . .
' th~ House to con~Ider "'the Rel?OI:t of the
*
*
*
"aroused by religious heresy in: the Middle Ages.
~ll questions of ~mIted propaganda of Jomt Select Commltte~ and decId~ .whether ,Ex-captain cabman's plight.
Home sold
In the late 'William Archer's book "On
this nature ,~eally _bOlld~wn .to a matter of : It would accept or reject the .p.etltlOn was up to buy food. Captain C. P. Fox at the Dreams," a very remarkable dream, the date
personnel.
The r~pht.thing III t~e hands. of steadfastly refused by the .~ntl~h Covern- , end of his tether.-"Daily
Mail," December of which is given as March 22, 1922, is
the wrong person, said the Chinese philo- ment .. _. The present posltIQn IS that the 6 1935.
'recounted.
'
,
sopher Lao-Tse, "is more dangerous than petition lies upon the table of the House of
'
*
*
*
Th
. t f h drean
h
..
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.
f h
. h
C
.h
havi
b
.h
egIs 0 t e ream was t e partlClpa(he wrong thing in the, .hands 0 t e ng t
ommons WIt out
avmg
een ert er
The most interesting thing about the ti
f th dreamer j
...
"
.
h
there J
d or rei ted b h H
,,'
,on
0
e reamer In a great reJOIClng,
persor:. (I am n~t sug.gestmg t at
ere. IS accepte or reJecte
y t e -iouse.
rubber film was that part which showed the over a
anytJ:llng wrong ~n .thiS case!)
A Social
T
r"
I effect of the neglect of weeding. The jungle
discovery..• of some secret which appeared to
'Cre~ter whose principles are. s.eco.ndn~tu.re
.
,
~e Mo al L-.
.
-was obviously growing up rapidly around
solve the riddle of existence and removed the
to him, whose approach. to polIt~csIS re:l:li~tlc,
ThIS, then, IS. a year later, and m spIte the rubber trees.
Neglect of weeding had
drawbacks and imperfectionsof life. The disand who has to deal WIth sp~Clal conditions of, an overwhe~mmg vote, an elert and deter- saved money for a time, but I believe it costs
coverywas not an invention,but rather a realisasuch as those of South Mnca, can safely mined delegation, and an admittedly strong £6 or £7 per acre to uproot weeds brought
tion which seemed to lie close at hand, yet to
employ I:lleth?ds and tactics which would be ca~e. It is no :vonder that the electoral cam- on through enforced economy . . . Those
have been ~itherto overlooked••.
red herrmgs m the hands.o~ those who have paIgn r:ow bem~ undertll:ken byfhe We~t 'weeds have been good for Imperial Chemical
: .. the thmg was not a revelationfrom above;
not firmly grasped the baSICIde~. My kno~- f\ustra~an
SOClal. Credit Movement
IS Industries. There is nothing like weeds for
it w~snot a gospe~to.be preached; it seemedto
ledge of the .p<:rsonr:el of the Economic mcreasmgly recoglllse~ as the only way the taking the nutriment out of the soil. And
be slmp,lythe re~hsatlo~of a beneficentpotency
Reform Association gIves me confidence that unfortunate electors will get results.
Imperial Chemicals has been putting it back
'.' •which cameInt_oaction .•. as soonas attenthey know very well iwhat they ar~ abou.t,
*
•
*
with- fertilisers. I imagine they have done
non was drawn to it.
,
although their .tactics are, at least in then
BID'
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big business with the rubber plantations. _
! seem.to re~all a sort of thankfuln~sstha~'a
'stages rather different from ours. It
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thmg which might have gone on escapmgnonce
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General Chiang Kai-Shek would not
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.
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form and magnify life.
in the future of some specifica y
OCla en OIse t e s ogan
umeas are goo, or
*
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. work an d pen
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Credit. " orgalllSatlOn
,wh ose met h'd'
0 s mIg
u, h e b eI'ieves In
Mr Hay IS the most successful figure In
_. We ... felt It to Involvea glorious
' revolution
.
f
th
I d
. I
d L b
If'
th
.
I In hfe and
were enormouslyhappy about it.
rove as disastrous to true' re o~ as
~se n ustrta an
ca o~r
n ormation,
e the rubber industr to-da.
He has a bi er
. . .
/.
~f other bodies not labelled "Social Credit" organ of the International
Labour Office, influence on the rubber ~estriction posi~fon i The s~mIlanty o~ t?-ese two statements IS
may well prove fruitful.
The only .safe outlines his p~oposals for the ".improvement than any other individuaL-S. W. Alexander, I extrao~dinary.
:VIlliam Archer dreamt.of
course is to decide what results you are of_~he :conomI~ status of the Chi~ese p~ople/' "Daily Express," November 29, 1935.
the discovery I~ Mar~h, 1.922;, MaJ~r
after, and then apply suitable pressure to which ~nclude compulsory. public servIce... .
*
*
*"
I Douglas h~~ .published his ep'Ic, Economic
et them from those in control.
regulation of consumptlon ...
financial
.
Demo~racy III 1920. There IS no evidence
g
'.
readjustment.'"
"Jersey
potato ban sought. It l~ hoped to that either had heard of the other-though
Danger Signals
The People's Economic Reconstruction prev~nt Jersey potatoes from commg on the they may have.
,
_ In this connection, it may be 'worth point- Movement (thought up by the General him- Enghsh market after June 30 next year.
The fact remains that Major Douglas
ing out once again that any proposal.s for an self on the best democratic. principles of A~ter June Jersey seldo~ s~nds more, than regards the ba~is of his work as a discovery
increase in taxation, however plausible the government of the people.) IS to be the 4,000 tons, but they arrrve Just .as o_ur crop and exp~cted It to be regarded as "a very
case made out for it, may properly ,be vehicle -for his benevolence.
I am sorry to are ready. They are ~arge and ~nfen~~, a~d happy discovery.
,
regarded as a danger signal.for the electors say that the ~h?le programme is too long sell chea,fly so.depressing our pnces.- D(l1ly
~f it be denied that he discovered anyto be "on guard." Iµ The Times for Decem-' to quote, ~ut. It IS a rea.l beauty! and shows Express, November 29, 1935·
thing, that .others were on the track before
ber 19 the Edmonton correspondent refe:s t.o that 'Utopla~llsm .and dictatorship make a
*
*
*
he ~rote ~s book,. that the idea of Social
an increase of taxation in Alberta as If.It pretty pan, m whichever corner of the world,
Spindles Board to be established with Credit. was m the air, then the fact remains
were a foregone conclusion. No doubt in they get together. Here are one or two of power to acquire and eliminate redundant, that It was, the analysis in "Economic
this case the wish is father to the thought, as the snappiest bits, they should delight the plant, and authority to borrow £2,000,000 for Democracy" "which made possible" the
may have been known before even: in those heart of Sir Josia~ Staml2-o?-Plenty: '''To this purpose. Bill introduced by Dr. Burgin, REALISATION which seemed. to lie close
august columns, but the fact that It shoul?- r~gulate consumptl?n, .stat~s~lcSof produc- Parliamentary Secretary to the Board of at hand and yet to have been hitherto overhave been suggested at all shows that all IS non and consumptlon m cities, towns and Trade.-"Evening
News," December 12, 1935. looked.
M.D.C.
not yet held to be so ill as it might be, v.illages should be c?mpile~. !rade organisa*
*
*
• See What To Read, page 160.
from the point of view of finance.
nons and co-operanve societies should coA mechanical cotton-picker which may
operate in regulating consumption. In the
Sound Finance
*
*
*
meantime, the way of living of the people cost 2,000,000 negroes their jobs has been
Father Coughlin Again
should be' modified, so as to rationalise con- tested successfully in Arizona.-"Evening
Although the Allies extracted about one
News," December 9, 1935·,
thousand million pounds worth of assets
A recent issue of the Peekskill Daily Union sumption and eliminate waste." You belong
from the Germans, the United States, and to
*
*
*
carries in its ,daily "Social Credit Section" to a, co-operative society, evidently, so as to
New York scientists have bred an insect, a lesser extent Great Britain, lent Germany
an outline ofl Father Coughlin's second eat less.
three inches long, almost as big as a sparrow, at the same time over two thousand millions
broadcast of the new season. In the course
Starving the Hungry
to devour the millions of pests that infest more than she had paid.-The
Right Hon.
-of it he discussed the vexed question of the
"Efforts should be made to encourage sav- food supplies. The breeders fear it will be Winston
Churchill,' P.C., in an article
two million dollars due to the returned
entitled "The Truth About Hitler," Strand
'soldiers as "bonus," which the PatmaJi Bill ings among the rural population," 250,000,000 more, dangerous than .useful if set free. Magazine, November, 1935i
'
now before Congress proposes to pay by people in China get one meal a day. And (~Daily Express," December 10, 1935.
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a salve to the prickings of the public
'conscience in handing the Negus the
dirty end of the stick, we shall probably be
told, with much' thumping
of shirt-fronts,
rhat: the Abyssinians are slave-owners and
therefore
scarcely fit to be treated
as
Christians, even coloured ones.
If I remember aright, Sir Austen Chamberlain has already said that Abyssinia's
acceptance of any peace proposals which the
League agrees to is unnecessary.
Not long
ago, he said, she had not even been thought
'qualified to join the League.
What is this friglJtful
slavery system
which brands Abyssinia as a nation
of
almost sub-human
status?
Miss Rosita
Forbes, who has actually travelled with a
slaver's caravan in Abyssinia, says she has
never seen a slave ill-treated.
In "Women Called Wild," she describes,
how the slaves get the best of everything,
because they represent hard cash. A slave
girl she questioned said that slavery meant
exchanging the mastership of a half-starving father or husband for that of a man
who would give her food, clothing and a
certainty of existence.

A

I

SLAVERY
"

thinks Mill; and he says:

The laws cannot prescribe to the electors the
principles by which they shall direct their choice.
-It is so important that the electors should choose
as their representatives wiser men than themselves, and should consent to be governed according to that superior wisdom.
'

There may be those who, impressed, as
;HUNTER might be expected to disof representinguish between a man's dinner in the Mill was by this "requirement"
tative
government
(as
they
understand
it),
forest and the trade mark on the bullet that
its denser
secures it.
Modern
electors have been ascribe the perils of .our time-and
the pertinacity
brought to confuse a man's dinner in society ignorance and poverty-to
with the trade mark on the bullet which with which the damned have chosen men
less wise than themselves. .But, have they?
misses it.
'
Johil Stuart Mill probably did more to Surely there are many among us who have
received the confidential humilities of Memachieve this result than. any other man.
Only the corrupter. features -,-.,the jazz bers of Parliam:ent on this matter?"
figures on the bars of the "trap set by knaves
Mill, in any case, did not pretend to foreto catch simpletons'<=have
been added to see that there could be any lack of superior
the design of this diabolical
mechanism
wisdom. The electors filled the picture:
since Mill outlined it; and, since the ideas
It is' impossible that conformity to their own
of parties and politicians are. still dominated
opinions, when they ,have opinions, should not
by Mill, it may be well to examine some of
enter laJI'gely into their judgment as to who
possesses the wisdom, and how far its presumed
his passages.
,
'
possessor has verified the presumption
by his
, Mere reading of Mill's words often suffices
conduct.
"
to evoke ridicule; and while it may be a
But a single word suffices to describe how'
melancholy reflection that what excites the
the unwise, wisely discarding unwisdom, etc.,
.instant derision of sensible but untutored
'
persons has nevertheless the power to con- etc. It is the word DEFERENCE.
Superior powers 'of mfnd and profound study
trol their lives, there is no deadlier weapon
are of no use if they do not sometimes lead a
to defeat Money.
person to different conclusions from those which
Says Mill:
are formed by ordinary powers of mind without

A

There is a lIoating notion ••• which has considerable practical operation
on many minds,
even of Members of Parliame!1t, and often makes
them independently of desire for popularity, or
concern for their reputation, feel bound in conscience to let their conduct, on questions, on which
their constituents have a decided opinion, be the
expression of that opinion rather than of their
•own.

But in
countries,"

this country
says Mill):

(and

study.

r

"rmost other

Law and custom warrant a Member of Parliament in voting according to his opinion of right,'
however different from that of his constituents.

• A "floating notion" has not' yet saved a
sinking people; nor is the reason far to seek
if we follow Mill- carefully ,and critically.
Mill did not stop to consider when it was
that "electors" had decided opinions or what
their decided opinions were about, moving
,the conscience even of Members of Parliament. He posed a question
which he
thought to be a moral question; and was full
()f anxiety about the answer. But it was the
morals of electors that attracted his attention
-not the morals of rulers.

If they, could ascertain, even infallibly, the ablest
man (able, now: not wise), they ought not to
allow him altogether to judge for them, without
any reference to their own opinions. The ablest
man may be a Tory • • • !

For, let the system of representation be what it
may, it will be converted into one of mere delegalion if the electors so choose. As long as they
are free not to vote, and' free to vote as they like,
they cannot ,be prevented from making their vote
depend on any condition they think fit to annex
to it.
'

Naughty people!
They might even, when their "representa'live" is no longer willing to represent them,
'COMPEL
HIM IN HONOUR
...•
to
:resign his seat.
This was not before the days when
.Mernbers of Parliament
had become, so
Ostrogorski says, "commercial travellers for
their party in the employ of thy Associations," ceaselessly emitting
an "oratorical
electricity
which they! discharge
on the
n:asses,". steeping them "in the party spirit
WIth which they themselves are profoundly
imbued."

'

So.' to this opinion, oftener rigp,t than his
own, the elector is to "defer."
When the electors have marvellously and
deferentially elevated themselves by pulling
upon the shoe-strings of "their wisdom, there
remains, and Mill recognises it, the "no less"
necessity "that this wiser man should be
responsible to them : in other words, they
are the judges of the, manner in which he
fulfils his trust: and how are they to judge,
except by the standard
of their own
opinions?" asks Mill. "When they HAVE
opinions! ")
Therr political' realism - int-;:~es,'_[or
a
moment, even upon Mill:

I'

One may be tolerant of Mill if one grasps
~he fac.t 'that the ~isdom so necessary yet so
Impo~sIble o~ at~amme~t to' mer~ electors
was, In practice, impossible of attainment by
the elected. Even Mill did not attain to it.
He shared his failure with Solomon
ConI d
.
.'
su te on e~sent1ally the sa~e Issue that confronted MIll, Solomon=-wisely Pc=referred
it
to. the decision of natural affection .. Reputed
w~se, Solomo~ was at least, one might say,
WIser than MIll. In those days God had not
descended ,to the Bank of England.
Consi~er: to whatever party wheel you
are chamed, whatever mutilation your mind
has suffered to .render you adaptable to the
un~atural
environment
created
by misgmded human government.
If there is enough to go round, is it wise
that you should go short? Is your wisdom
enough to determine
the answer to this
question?
If riot, whose wisdom is?
And
how are you wise enough to know?

,C" PECIALLY written by G. W. L. Day
~and
G. F. Powell to bring home to
electors their' responsibilities and their
powers, this
"

2d. Pamphlet
will serve as a very powerful Education
in Social Dynamics.
Price to affiliated groups in minimum
lots of one gross (144); One Penny each,
smaller orders at Is. 6d. a dozen,
carriage paid.
Retail price of single
copies 2d.

in good running order, whether working or
idle.
In all traditional
systems of slavery, the
owner assumes responsibility, and the slave
is assured of being properly housed, fed
and clothed. But in our "civilised" system
of economic slavery the slaves ,gain their
"liberty"
but lose these assurances.
If,
Industry does not need their services at any
moment, why, they are free to go on the
dole, in those countries where there is a dole.
Meanwhile propagandists
talk speciously
"This type of man,'; he says, "will always about "our glorious British (or American, or
earn his wages and make a profit for his Italian, as the case may be) liberties;"
employer."
It is said that slaves who' are born' into
So now we know why the State troubles
slavery do not feel the loss of their liberties.
about our children's health!
Lest there Perhaps some ancestral memory is stirring
should be any uneconomic
wastage when in us, taking us back to the sturdy, indepenthey grow up, learned scientists, like Pro- dent days of our great-grandfathers,
Howfessor Kenneth Moss, have worked out the ever it may be, I believe there is a very real
exact amount of food intake, in calories, desire in millions of us for some means of
required
to enable workers to carry out escape.
specified amounts of labour.
How can we break 'away from the system
All this reads remarkably like treatises on which regards us simply as profit-making
feeding horses or stoking engines. , We need material ad disowns us when the profits
Only by signing our own Charter
not quarrel with it unduly.
It's just plain, vanish?
',
straizhtforward
dynamics.
But I am afraid of Emancipation.
we still .have a lot to learn from horseNobody can sign it for us. The most that
breeders,
stokers and Abyssinian,
slave- others can do is to make out the declaration
owners, all of whom keep their motive power form.
,G. W. L. DAY.

By Dr. Tudor Jones
"Alas!"

How ToGer What You
,
Want

"If the business man looks again and more
closely at the School Medical Service he will
discover that it is part of the educational
organisation of the State for the purpose of
raising a strong and healthy nian '.-. ; . He
knows that prosperity depends upon efficiency, efficiency on training," on diligence; on
creativeness.
Thta is why he is anxious that
the State should prepare the child for industry." ,
He then goes on to ask: "What is it that
the employer needs in his workpeople?" and
catalogues the various points, such, as "a
large measure of health' resistance to disease,
so that there should be little absence or lost
time owing to sickness."

A Floating Notion for a Sinking People
articles
from a
which
by the

?
•

Faced with the alternative of unemployment on a beggarly scale of relief, there is
little that normal men will not do to hold
their jobs.
The compulsive force behind
economic slavery is plain enough.
Exactly how Finance regards its economic
slaves is neatly put by Sir George Newman,
formerly Chief M.O. of the Board of Education, in one of his annual reports.

When an "Englishwoman tried to explain
that there were no slaves in her own country,
the reply, was: "What do you do in your
country when there is no grain and you're
hungry?"
Rich men in Abyssinia are surrounded by
hosts of slaves bred in the house and
scarcely distinguishable
from the innumerable relations of their master.
~ll this raises some very interesting compansons
of chattel
slavery,
like that
described by Miss Forbes, and economic
slavery, subject
to the inhumanites
of
Finance, ,!S endured in the Western World.
The coercive aspect of economic slavery
was pretty well illustrated by the evidence
given at the "Crescenta"
enquiry.
When,
the master, Captain Upstill, received orders
to overload his vessel, he wrote to- his wife
that he was not going to overload for anybody.
'
' ,
But later he thought better, of it. :'Such
a' refusal," said Lord Merrivale, drily, in his
summing up, "would probably have resulted
in his becoming unemployed."
"
'So the "Crescenta" is, now at the bottom
of the Pacific with her crew of twenty-nine.

YOU AND PARLIAMENT-VI
This is the sixth of a series of
on True Democracy abstracted
new book by Dr. Tudor Jones
has just been published at IS.
Figurehead Press, London.
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STAMP on PLENTY
Fears Glut Might Overtake Plenty
,

-

and being forced to consume them in order'
to make the system work- is worthy .of the
worst kind of dream which a large Christmas
dinner can produce.
'

This is the fourth instalment of 4 commentary by W. L. Bardsley, on Sir
Jo~iah Stamp's paper before ~he British
Science Guild, under the tale (( The
Calculus of Plenty."

'I

Fighting His Own Shadow
, Although Sir Josiah Stamp postulates this
If all industries supplying other industries, and
objective in such a sidelong manner, he pro!lot the final consumer's deman~, w~re perfectly
ceeds for a considerable, space, to, dilate upon'
l~tegrated and exactly matched, .1t m1gh.t be pos- the difficulties
standing in the' way of its
sible to get a flow of production
which fully
.
.
.
.
employed them all . .. .
achievement-s-thus cony:eymg ~n his own
It is obvious that the maximum flow of producinimitable manner the impression ,that the
tion or measure of unp~oduced plenty m.u~t be idea of plenty being available is synonymous
determined J;>y the '"~ax1ma of key posmons->
with the ridiculous objective he has put
bottlenecks, if you will-s-and the surplus or mal- f
d
adjustments cannot properly be reckoned in posorwar.
.
.
sible plenty. Nor ,does
it mean
tha~ the
The s~cond of the two q~ota~IOns illusconstricted supply pomts should always be widened
trates this method, although It will be seen
out-that
depends on the demand schedule.
For that the argument is further confused and
example, even in 1929 the physical equipment of
..
d b
h
' bi
d'
1 di
fI
'11"
the United States was twice as vrnate
. y team
IgUOUS an .mis ea ng
our
rm
mg
m
f
h
d
h
I
h
.
lici
d
great as that needed in any recent year; and "the use 0 t e wor stat
ave Ita cise .
industry has a greater amount of excess capacity
How can we possibly know how much flour
than any 'other in the food products industries."
is needed when at least twenty millions o£ the
It could not be said from this that acreage under
'I'
f h
. d S
h
b
'
wheat ought to be doubled, and consumption also pop~ anon 0 t e. Unite . tates
ave e~n
doubled per head, just to fit the middle machine continuously
destitute smce the financial
capacity. This industry has been slowly contractcollapse which ushered in at the advent of
ing its capacity since 1905· I term this clas~ of President Roosevelt?
To suggest excess in
excess capacity "unco-ordinated surplus capacity."
h'
"
h id
,_fi
f h·'
d sue
Circumstances
IS en er StUpi
or
N the . irst ~ t e two passages quote
insolent.
abo:,e,. SIr J?sIah Sta~p suggests, wnhou\
The passage printed in bold tYJ;>epresents
cor_nm~tt1ng himself to It,. that the n~tura
a fresh and ingenious loop in hIS tortuous
objective of any re£_orm IS the maXl~um
argument.
It suggests that reformers are so
employment of all mdustry., A~ter~atlvely,
absurd as to advocate the doubling of conhe suggests tha~ suc~ an objective IS what sumption "per head in order to fit m,iddlereformers have in mmd.
machine
capacity.
It 'implies
that
the
doubling of consumption
per head is a
Busy-ness
versus Well-heing
rational objective regardless of how much
Now it should not matter a bit, though
wheat people might wish to consume and
unfortunately it does, what Sir Josiah Stamp's
that as people are really consuming enough
idea of the objective may be, but it is certain
wheat (save the mark) that, therefore, to
that this has never been the economic objec- consume twice as much would give them
tive of the Social Credit Movement, which indigestion!
has been clearly defined as "the production
The Exploitation
of Privilege
and delivery of goods and services as, when
and where required."
The wording, of the whole of the passage
It would be childish to suppose that Sir quoted is a brilliant piece of special pleading
to be
Josiah Stamp is not fully aware both of the which has to be closely examined
importance of stating clearly the objective,
detected, and is calculated to deceive nine
and of the vital difference between the two people out of ten, probably even in an audiobjectives which have just been contrasted,
ence composed of The British Science Guild.
but it seems opportune to remark that the
The dangerous thing about it is that, whilst
objective suggested by him, if not openly it is extremely unlikely that such arguments
stated, certainly lies behind practically every will be closely and critically examined outmovement for economic reform except the side the pages of this journal, the influence
Social Credit Movement.
of what is said carries all the weight of so
Plans, expedients, schemes of all kinds, eminent a personage as Sir Josiah Stamp,
monetary
and otherwise,
appear to be G.C.B., G.B.E., LL.D., D.Sc., F.B.A., Director
directed towards "raising consumption to the of the Bank of England, Chairman of The
London,
Midland, and Scottish Railway
level of production and keeping it there."
The picture of mankind wading through
Company, and Chairman of the Abbey Road
Building Society.
gigantic piles of gramophones, radiograms,
motor cars, loaves, meat, fruit and vegetables
(To be continued)
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Something for Nothing I SECRET ARIA T NOTICES

ACTIVE SERVICE
The West Country
OR long enough there has been little to
record of progress in the West of
England.
But following his broadcast to
farmers earlier this year, Lt.-Col. J. Creagh
Scott has recently addressed a public meeting at the Bath Guildhall.
We hope soon
to record steady progress with our campaign
in surrounding areas.

F

*

*

*

The Chertsey Constituency
At a recent meeting of the Addlestone
Social Credit Group it was suggested that
efforts be made to enlarge Social Credit
organisation in the district, particularly in
the Chertsey Constituency. It was thought

W ESTJ,<:RNpioneers,

that there must be in the other towns and
villages supporters of the Social Credit
movement who, while ardent supporters,
have for various reasons been unable to
start a group in their own particular community.
If there are such supporters, it was further
felt that if they would treat the Addlestone
Group as a 'temporary organisation the
Addlestone Group could do some very useful
work, such as putting supporters residing in
the same locality in touch with each other,
co-operating in the formation of additional
groups, and providing speakers.
those interested should write to the Hon.
Secretary, W. Knight, Grangemead, Addlestone.

The Campaign and' Social Credit
By the Rt. Hon. the Earl of Tankerville
AM frequently asked by Electoral CamI
paigners, many of whom, like myself, are
of opinion that the results demanded by
the elector when he signs the Campaign
Pledge Form can be achieved only by the
application
of Douglas
Social
Credit
methods, what attitude I take towards the
individual who asks the ubiquitous question: "By what method do you think that
National Dividends could be issued?"
At public meetings' I invariably do risk
the appearance of evading the question by
answering : "That is a matter for technical experts to decide after you have effectively ordered them, through Parliament, to
do so." But private enquirers of the more
thoughtful type are usually not satisfied
with such an answer, and, in refusing to
discuss the matter further, one may lose a
possibly valuable or influential worker.
The' question really is one which concerns
the relationship between Social Credit and
the Electoral Campaign.
To my way of
looking at it, this apparent problem is one
only
of
emphasis---or
perhaps
more
accurately, of priority-and
the understanding of the relationship does not involve or
imply a repudiation either of the one, or of
,the other, but only a clear appreciation of
where this emphasis should be laid.
To the man who, after a few minutes
of explanation,
firmly maintains
the
attitude, HI could not possibly sign this
Electors' Demand and Pledge Form unless
I am first satisfied as to the method by
which National Dividends could be issued,"
I think that to attempt to explain Social
Credit technique is nothing but a waste of
time. The interest of such a man is generally superficial, or more 'probably he has a
psychological resistance to the objective

DUCK-EGGS
A selection of genuine contributions
to
National Thought and Progress.
Further
contributions are requested.
"Young man.
You needn't start to
tell me there's any poverty nowadays.
It's
just filth and laziness. When I was a girl of
ten, my mother had to raise a family of
eight on 22S. a week, and so I know what I'm
talking about. I've had to work hard all my
life, and I'm not going to help a lot of lazy
parasites to get anything. They must have
their pictures and fancy clothes instead of
doing an honest day's work. They're just
lazy and dirty, that's what they are. When
you get a bit older you'll have a bit more
sense and you'll know that there always have
been dirty, lazy parasites, and there always
'will be.
I'm not going to help them nor
anybody else. Here's your form back.
A
young man like you should be ashamed to
do a thing like this. Why don't you try to
get yourself an honest day's work?"
2.
"It's no good you, or anybody else,
trying to stop poverty.
It's going against
the Bible. "The poor ye shall always have
with you," says the Good Book.
No, we
were sent to bear our lot.
No, I wouldn't
lift my hand against God's will. When you
grow a bit older, young miss, you'll see things
in a clearer light."
3. "I believe that it all depends on your
star. If you have been born to be poor, it's
no good you or anybody else trying to alter
it. Your life is set by your Star of Providence and you can't alter the world. I'm
sorry for you-some day you'll see the Truth
and stop trying to alter your life's course and
rejoice in your worldly state."
I.
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itself, which no amount of explanation will
break down.
On the other hand, there is the man who,
in effect, says: "Yes, that is the result we
all want." He proceeds at once to sign the
form, but then says: "But tell me, as a
matter of interest, by what method do you
yourself think that this could be accomplished? I should be very interested to
study the matter further."
To the man
with this attitude, if time permits, I give a
brief explanation of the principles of Social
Credit, and in any case recommend to him
certain of the more simple books and pamphlets on the subject.
, In other words, the man who lays
emphasis on, and gives priority to means
rather than objective, is in a state of mental
confusion, and it is useless to 1?roceed further with him until that confusion has first
been resolved.

including Jackson,
,
were intell~ctually baffled by the operanon of the credit system. All of them were
only too anxious to make use of the banks
to enable them to take up and develop more
land, but it did not seem to them that the
banks did anything substantial when they
lent money. The whole thing was on paper:
the banker did not sweat: like a man felling
timber or ploughing virgin soil. In return
for a mere document, without any work, the
banker acquired rights by which industrious
men could be ruined: if the crops were bad,
or prices inadequate, or merely if there was a
currency crisis in the East or in Europe, the
banker could call in his loan, and if the
farmer could not find the money, all the
result of his labour became the property of
the bank. . .
'
Very unwisely, all civilised communities
have allowed credit, although it is due to the
community as an organised whole, to be
appropriated by certain individuals, and used
by them to extract money from those to
whom credit is necessary ..
Banks are puzzling and mysterious; an
honest citizen devoid of education cannot
make head or tail of them. They have so
i much power that they are politically important, but in a democracy every sane adult
citizen ought to be able to judge of all
political questions. Therefore, anything too
difficult for the plain man to understand is
anti-democratic, and consequently wicked.
... This, I think, fairly represents what
Jackson thought on the subject, and in so
thinking he was a faithful interpreter of the
people's will.-"Freedom
and Organisation,
1814-1914," by 'Bertrand Russell.
All straight thinking leads to the Electoral
Campaign.
The issue is made plain in a
demand for results, the abolition of poverty
and the issue of National Dividends to all to
buy the goods now destroyed and the production now restricted.
'
On this issue the people'S will can unite
and prevail.

Back Numbers of "Social Credit." - There is
still a quantity of back numbers of SOCIALCREDIT.
available in bundles' of fifty assorted copies, suitable for free distribution
as specimen copies, at
IS, for fifty, carriage free.
Press Cuttings.
- Readers are requested when
sending in press cuttings,
to indicate the name
and date of the paper in which they appeared,
as well as in the case of photographs,
cartoons or
sketches.
Public Libraries.
forward the name
any public library
is not available.

- Readers
are requested
to
and address of the librarian of
where a copy of SOCIALCREDIT

How To Get What You Want.-Specially
written
by G. W. L. Day and G. F. Powell to bring home
to electors their responsibilities
and their powers,
This sd, pamphlet
will serve as a very powerful
education
in Social Dynamics,
simply and racily
written.
Price to Affiliated Groups in minimum lots of
one gross (144); one penny each, smaller orders at
IS 6d. a dozen, carriage paid.
Retail price of
single copies, z d. See special announcement
on
page 123.
Volunteers Wanted. - Speakers on the Electoral
Campaign
are wanted.
The Secretariat
is receiving constant enquiries for them.
Will those qualified, or willing to work in order
to become so, please send in their
names and
addresses to The Secretariat,
163A, Strand, W.C.2?
Please state whether available in the afternoon, or
evening, or both.
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PARALYSIS!

'

EMPLOY the population in thinking, especially in thinking differently,
and you have a doubly powerful preventive of action.-" YOU and
Parliament," by Dr. Tudor Jones.
'
,

~

You see?

-(

The old, technique=-

DIVIDE AND

RULE!

'~
~

r
~
~

r

~
~
-(

Satan's seed of doubt-start
an argument-confiict-confusion.
Result:
The financial fetters arc fixed stronger than ever, because the WILL
to act is paralysed.

~
~
,-

~

DON'T FALL FOR THIS TRICK !

~

~

Stop theorising-Stop

~

GET ON WITH THE JOB

~
~'

I.
2.

arguing!

INCREASE THE CIRCULATION OF "SOCIAL CREDIT"
ON WITH THE CAMPAIGN !

r
r
~

~
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There

•

IS

No Wealth

But

'THERE
is perhaps no subject which seems
to divide so-called Modern History and
its values from all former history more than
this question of debt. The ancients had no
doubt that debt was bondage, and the Book
of Proverbs reminds us that "the borrower
is servant to the lender." Even in the time
of Shakespeare there was no boggling.
"Neither a borrower nor a lender be" was
accepted as unquestionably as anyone
of
the ten commandments.
Ancient History
knew debts and mortgages.
But no one
doubted that they were great evils. It has
been left to our generation, by a process of
evolution of values which seems to have
originated with the establishment of modern
banking in the seventeenth century, not only
to realise that debt and disinheritance are
evils, but to treat them almost as virtues, of
which apparently one cannot have too much,
It has been left to our generation to attempt
to square the circle, and to "borrow itself
out of debt."
Perhaps the greatest evil of debt lies not so
much in the debts themselves and the
bondage they bring, as in, the false values
which they create. Debt becomes regarded
as synonymous with wealth, and the richness
of a nation is gauged by the extent of its
debt claims upon the estates and labour of
its subjects and of its neighbours. Foreign
trade becomes a game of beggar my neigh!l. "If you do away with poverty, you'll
bour, a form of collectors' craze for I.O.U.s.
remove God's great cleansing fire. In adver• Abstract
of an article
by T.V.H.
in the
sity are the people tried. 'You are meddling magazine
of the Anglican Church of St. Boniface,
with things greater than you know." E.J.R. Antwerp, October, 1935.

LIFE*
By some strange mental alchemy we have
come to value a nation's wealth by the
national and other debt which it can carry.
We speak of a nation's credit being good
when we mean that it can carry more debt.

We speak freely and even joyfully of the
fresh credits being granted to industry,
when really we mean that fresh debts are
being fastened upon it.
Yet the evil goes even deeper. It can be
truthfully said that debt to-day for most
people has completely perverted the only
true and sane conception of what constitutes
wealth. We have become almost indifferent
to the deliberate destruction of wealth, to
the burning of coffee, the destruction of
cattle, the ploughing in of cotton. We do
not notice the sabotage and restrictions which
enforce the idleness of men, of fields and
factories, of power and raw materials. Yet
we should probably be horrified at a bonfire
of banknotes. "Increase and multiply" has
become almost a mockery. True wealth, the
only sane and sensible concept of wealth,
the wealth of food, clothing and shelter, is
to-day held to be a form of non-wealth, a
valueless encumbrance
which must be
replaced by scarcity, so that it may attain
financial value. "Poverty in the midst of
plenty" is to-day a platitude rather than a
paradox. And all because we have taken
Debt for Wealth, and Wealth for ValuelessSurfeit.
Saint Athanasius has defined sin as "the
elevation of means into ends."
Thus

This emblem is available as a poster, zoin. wide
by 30in. deep, with a space of 4in. at the top and
5 Y,in. at the bottom for overprinting
with particulars of meetings. etc.
Orders for these posters should be addressed to
SOCIALCREDIT, 163A, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Price

lOS. 6d. for

25, carriage

paid.

Extra
for over-printing
in black
or colour
12S. 6d. up to 50, or 14s. from 50 to 100.

PORTRAIT OF
MAJOR DOUGLAS
Reproductions
of the portrait of Major
Douglas which appeared in SOCIAL CREDIT
for November 29 issue are now ready.
Prices are as follow:Postcards
"',
...
2d. each, postage ~d.
Cabinet size. unmounted
Is.
..
..
lid.
.. mounted
Is.6d."
"
2d.
Quantities of one dozen or more post free.
Orders already placed will be supplied at the
prices previously advertised, i.e., 6d. for unmounted
and Is. for mounted cabinets.
Group Revenue Supervisors and overseas
readers may obtain supplies for re-sale at a
special discount of twenty-five per cent. on all
orders for one dozen or more of anyone size.
Orders accompanied by remittances should be
sent to SOC,IALCREDIT, 163A, Strand, London.
W.C.2.

regarded, who will deny that our generation
is indeed sinful?
We have turned away
from true wealth, from God's bounty, we
are treading it under foot, we are forbidding
its producnon, and in its place we have
enthroned the bond, and figures in a ledger.
We consider ourselves poor because the vast
majority of us does not possess those bonds •
and figures, which we have elevated into
ends, and we are blind to the fact that in
realth wealth and in the knowledge and
capacity to produce real wealth, we are as
rich as Eldorado. Ruskin was one of the few
writers of the nineteenth century who refused
to be hoodwinked by the prevailing debtmentality.
In "Unto This Last" we find
these words:Consumption
absolute is the
perfection of production
• • •
nation is to be estimated only
sumes.
As consumption
is the
produetlon,
so life is the end
sumption.
There is no wealth

end, trown and
The wealth of a
by what it eonend and aim of
and aim of conbut life.

T.V.H.

National Dividends
Would,
Abolish
Poverty

SOCIAL CREDIT

,DECEMBER
27, 1935
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CORRESPONDENCE
-,

Crowbars for Business Men

159

RIGHT

Not Guilty

For the nth time I have had to put SOCIAL
At the meeting held on March 27, 1935,
CREDITin the W.P.B. At the right bottom
the Chairman of Messrs. Frederick Lawrence,
Ltd., said: "I have every reason to believe corner of last week's first page is a small
paragraph about the New Zealand stock
that we have managed to obtain a substantial
inferring
that brokers of the London Stock
portion of increased trade resulting from the
improved purchasing power of the public." Exchange sell stock to, or buy stock from
With the aid of a few more crowbars per- the public and that the brokers have marked
haps it will be possible to get into the heads it down. Not one of those inferences is
of our business men that Consumption is true, consequently I cannot hand that number to any of my friends who are all sensible
the primary factor of Production.
I
people.
the marking down of the
Okehampton.
J. CREAGHSCOTT. stock was Further,
a friendly act.
At other times I have been obliged to
Times for Fun
A correspondent writes asking for com- throw SOCIALCREDITaway because of its
journalistic stink. It is time some of your
ments of a humorous nature on reprinted
paragraphs.
Has he by any chance mis- so-called friends were fired out. Theharping
taken our movement for the "League to on the burning of wheat is a bad point, one,
could put communism or fascism through
Abolish Misery"?
_I would like to assure your friend that this on that, while Social Credit of all things
gleaning, classifying and tabulating of facts, wants a much firmer basis and should be
from all sources, of the destruction and equally valid if no wheat were burnt.
restriction
of foodstuffs and necessities
Brentwood.
J. H., GREVILLE.
(whilst our women and children are under[If our correspondent
had fished the offending
fed and underclothed)
is no humorous
paper out of the W,P,B" and re-read the passage
matter. A week with my clippings and his before writing he would have seen that we were
not guilty,
The point we made lies in the passage
conscience would raise a lump in his throat
we have italicised in Mr. Greville's letter, though
.as big as a gasometer!
we do not know to whom the act was friendly.
If he needs light entertainment,
what
We agree that Social Credit is equally valid if
about a spot of canvassing-xhe'll get plenty no wheat were bumed.c--Ed.]
of humour out of that!
The Choice-Misery or Luxury?
"SHOT ANDSHELL."
I would like to draw the attention of your '
The Greater Charity
read~rs to a very remarkable book recently
All of us receive many letters asking for pubhshed by Gollancz, Ltd.-"Breakdown,"
contributions to various charities, etc.: few by Robert Briffault.
of us are able to comply with each request.
The book does not deal with Social Credit
What I now do, however, is to reply directly, but here is a quotation to awaken
explaining what a National Dividend is and the interest of your readers.
"Less than
how it will remove the need for /charity.
half the labour which is -employed to-day in
Should you think this idea of use other maintaining tile world in misery could mainSocial Crediters might see fit to do likewise. tain it in luxury."
WALTERM. DIMBLEBY.
London.
BRUNOBARNABE.
'Reading.
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IMMACULATE USED CARS
Fellow "Social Crediters,"
Will you please compare the prices of these cars with anything
elsewhere. It is in your own interest to do so:-

offering

1935 Hillman Minx de Luxe Saloon, 5,000 miles, price [120.
1935 S.S.I. 16 h.p, z-door Saloon, Black, 4,000 miles, price [195.
1935 Austin 12/4 Ascot Saloon de Luxe, Blue with Brown trimming,
1935 S.S.I. 20 h.p. Tourer; 7,000 miles, [195.
1927 Phantom

I

[125.

Rolls Royce, Limousine body by Hooper, price [295.

1935 Austin 10 h.p., 3,000 miles Saloon de Luxe, Blue, [120.
1930 Austin 12 h.p, 5-seater Tourer, [33.

BOOK REVIEWS
The "New Braff Booklets
'THESE
booklets are published by the New
Era, the weekly Australian Social Credit
journal, published in Sydney, N.S.W. Their
purpose is to act as elementary introductions
to various aspects of the Douglas proposals.
No. I.

The A.B,C. of Social Credit

A straightforward
precis of the Douglas
analysis and remedy. Written clearly and
with conviction it avoids technical terms
wherever possible, and carefully explains in
simple language those Social Credit words
and phrases which might be obscure to the
new reader.
The only important omission I can discover is that the' object of an economic
system is not stressed at the beginning of
the booklet.
As Major
Douglas
has
remarked, one is not in a position to express
any opinion at all on economics, until this
point has been settled. It is perhaps a pity
that this pamphlet bears the same title as
'Miss Holter's book.
K.M.
NO.2.

The Money

Trick Exposed

This booklet concentrates attention on
money: where it comes from, what it does
and where it' goes to. As such it is a valuable tract to give to the heathen in the shape
of upholders and victims of the propaganda
of "sound finance."
Personally, I should like to see included in
this pamphlet a short history of money on
the lines elaborated by Major Douglas in
several recent addresses, i.e. (a) the leather
disc stage; (b) the goldsmiths' receipt stage,
etc.
The latter especially helps people to
realise how it comes about that banks create
money.
A paragraph on how the War Debt was
created might also with advantage be added
to the section on taxation.
K.M.

"From Debt to Prosperity"*
HAVE just finished reading this booklet,
which, as far as I am aware, is the first
short outline of the Social Credit proposals
written by an American and published in
the United States.
The author is to be warmly congratulated
on his work.
It is the product of a man
with imagination and a tidy ,man, characteristics which one would expect from one
of Mr. Larkin's business ability.
It is an
important event when a practical study of
current economic problems is written by the
head of a great industrial concern capitalised
at over twenty million dollars, and, in a
country so alive to realities as America, the
influence of a book of this description should
do much to dispel the fog of false economic

I

• By
Economics

J.

Crate
Larkin,
Press.
25 cents,

New

York.

New

theory emanating from the studies of the,
so-called "experts."
The pamphlet itself is excellently arranged
and smcerely written.
Mr. Larkin has
throughout 'ably maintained
the balance
between quotations from other Social Credit
writers and his own shrewd comments.
He
proceeds logically from the analysis of the
present economic and financial systems to
the proposals for their rectification along the
lines laid down by Major Douglas. Some of
the following comments may assist Mr.
Larkin when he is preparing his next edition.
1 suggest:
,
(a) A summary of the contents should
appear at the beginning of the book.
(b) The short history of money on pages
15 and 16 should be re-written in the light
of Major Douglas's "The Use of Money"
(the Christchurch Speech,' published by the
London Social Credit Secretariat), so as to
bring out the fact that the seventeenth
century goldsmiths originated the custom of
issuing paper "promises-to-pay" ten times in
excess of their reserves of actual cash.
(c) The formula at the bottom of page 67
should be amended to read:
JUST PRICE= "The consumption part of production."
=goods consumed
goods produced
=75/100 = % (reference page 57)
=% x financial cost of all consumers' goods produced
(applied to retail prices)
(d) The final paragraph on page 82, "Wha~
Can We Do?" should be expanded to indicate the manner in which a democracy can
best bring pressure to bear on the existing
financial system through its elected representatives. Major Douglas's Buxton Speech,
"The Nature of Democracy," is, of course,
the authority for this.
K.M.
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LONDON,
MAYFAIR -4748/9

Public Ownership
HAVE been
struck
with
the
hypnotism exercised by such phrases
as "Public Ownership."
It never seems to penetrate the minds
of the large numbers of people who
clamour for Public Ownership of this,
that, or the other, that they already
have public ownership of such things
as the Army, Navy, Post Office and
many other services.
I should like to see one of the public
owners step upon a battleship of the
Royal Navy with a view to removing
his bit of property or making some use
of it.
The real fact is that the word ownership is quite meaningless when it is
applied to the relations between any
undertaking
and a large number of
what the law calls "tenants-in-common."
...
Even a Public Park is subject to
regulations which the individuals using
it are generally powerless to alter as
individuals.-C.
H. Douglas in "Warning
Democracy"
(pp. 7-8).

I

SHIRTS
MADE TO MEASURE
in

SUPERFINE DE LUXE POPLIN
Sea Island Cotton
Fully Shrunk
at

16/9.
INCLUDING

2 COLLARS

Other Qualities

13/9

10/-

Guaranteed

8/-

High Grade

Send P.e. to the Makers
for
Patterns and Measurement Form

THE BINGLEY TEXTILE Co. Ltd.
BINGLEY, YORKS.
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SAVE COSTS IN
CI RCU LARISING

§,

NEWSAGENT'S

ORDER

SUBSCRIPTION

§

ORDER

§
USE THE JOURNAL
FOR NOTIFYING
MEMBERS OF

"SOCIAL

CREDIT"

~

Please supply me weekly
copy of SOCIAL CREDIT.

§
§

§

Send SOCIAL CREDIT to
with

a

Name..............................................

~

§

,

§,

AND TELL THEM
TO WATCH

You Will Attract New Members

To Mr.....

§

MEETINGS
LECTURES
ETC., ETC.
.••

§

§

Address..........................................

§

Name

~

Address

,............................

§
Fill in this and hand
Local Newsagent.

§

§
,..

,For
it to your

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~;··~·;·~~~~'~·s
6

months

..

·;·~·ri·~;~~~·..;· ~~·.· ~
I

enclose

Post this to SOCIAL CREDIT,
163A, Strand,

London, W.C.2.

5s.

§

§
§
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& Meetings!
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The GOLDEN JOURNEY
to PROSPERITY

Notices will be accepted for this column at 6d.
a line, minimum three lines.
Notices must reach the publishing office with
remittance by the Monday morning before the date
of issue.

~ulb ~tng'5' ~rms

J)ottl

Return to us and you'll have cash to spend.
PROLOGUE
Belfast Douglas Social Credit Group
These cranky schemes won't do you half so
We who with gold beguile your every age
Group Headquarters: 72, Ann Street.
well.
And
swear
that
cash
is
short
though
goods
Office Hours: 2.30 to, 5.30 and 7 to 10 p.m.
pile high,
Owing to the Holidays: No Meetings will be
The Members of Parliament
held in H.Q. Due notice will be given of the We bankers of the proud old lineage
resumption of meetmgs.
know
I
The
people
have had enough of you, away!
Who lend to heap up debt, we best
why.
Cardiff SOCialCredit Association
The Bankers (to each other)
Meeting at 10, Park Place, on Monday, January 6,
1936, at 8 p,m. A discussion will follow a What shall we tell you? Tales, marvellous
Brothers, repent, the game is up at last.
tales
short address by Capt. W, E. Pritchard entitled
"Diverse Views on .Social Credit."
Of bills and gold and budgets, balanced all,
The Members of Parliament
Liverpool Social Credit Association
Where nevermore the reign of finance pales But who are ye in rags and poor array?
Meetings open to the public held on the first, And cranks and Douglasites are banished all You look as if your hope was long shut fast.
Friday of every month, in Reece's Cafe, 14,'
in all.
Castle Street, Liverpool, at 7,45 p.m. Hon.
The Unemployed
Secretary: Miss D. M. Roberts, Fern Lee, Hale- And there the land's millions, lean' halfwood Road, Gateacre, Liverpool.
naked things,
We are luckless fellows, long displaced
1930 Club
In dim slums starving, murmur in their sleep, By labour-saving gadgets and machines,
The next meeting will be held at 6 p.m. on And closer round their throats our dread Always with hunger and starvation faced,
Tuesday, January 7, 1936, in Prince Henry's
debt clings,
Enduring forced idleness it seems,
Room, 17, ~leet Street, Strand, London.
Cutting its pathway slow and red and deep, Because there was too much of all our needs,
Speaker: MISS Helen Corke,
But now all has changed and gone is poverty,
Subject: Reflections on the Psychological
And we'll have dividends; but we are glad,
Aspect of a Local National Dividend
EPILOGUE
Campaign."
indeed,
(A Majority Demand National Dividends)
Chairman: Mr. F. C. Luxton.
To make the Golden Journey to Prosperity.
,
The People (together)
The People
Away, for we are ready to a man!
Our goods are here and new machines as well. Our goal is not yet reached, M.P.'s. Results! I
Lead on, M.P.'s, with all the haste you can, We will not brook with tolerance such delay.
45/46 Lancaster ~ate, London, W.2
We'll have the goods we make but cannot
Redecorated and Refurnished throughout
sell.
The Members of Parliament
H. and C. Water. Gas Fires in all Bedrooms.
The Cotton Traders
~ I Experts J?roduce the goods, destroy your
Comfortable Loungeswith Coal Fires.
H~ve
we
not
looms
and
spindles
new
and
fine,
mystlc cults
Varied Cuisine. Salads a speciality.
Shirts and sheets and ,gowns and bows and And make the Golden Journey to Prosperity.
Close to Lancaster Gate Tube.
veils
M. C. BOND
And c~intzes of intricate design,
(With apologies to James Elroy Flecker)
: Dinner, Bedand Breakfast. From £2 wk. ':
And pnnted hangings in enormous bales?
: Full Board. From £2 7s. 6d. to £44s. :
: Bed and Breakfast. Per Night 7s. 6d. :
The Big Bad Thrush
The Grocers
.,.
~
Telephone:
Paddington 3144.
She counted her chicks before they were
We have canned fruits, and many flours,
hatched.
Bacon and eggs and lard and rice,
And ham and soups and jellies which last
Have you heard the story of the Canadian
hours,
thrush who left her nest, containing
four
And sugar, bread and herbs and new-ground
eggs, and went for a short flight.
spice.
During her absence a cuckoo came along
THE WORKS OF MAJOR~. H. DouGLAs:and laid an egg among the others.
The
Bankers
Economic Democracy (4th Edition)
When the thrush returned and saw five
1934)
...
...
...
... 38. 6d. And we have credit which we're pleased to
eggs instead of four, she exclaimed in some
lend,
The 'original -statement
of
the
philosophy and proposals ot Major
And "sound finance" first thought of down _ surprise:
Douglas.
'
"What!
Social Credit already?"
in hell,
Credit-Power and Democracy (4th
Edition, 1934)...
...
... 38. 6d.

~tranratr
(ON SHORTSEA ROUTE TO IRELAND)

THE HOTEL FOR DEMOCRACY

I

THE HOTEL FOR SOCIETY
THE HOTEL FOR COMFORT

Tel.~20and 196.

ELECTORS' LEAFLETS

I

LAWRENCE

Demand National DiVidends

HOUSE

Leaflet No. 4
For Recruiting.-Contains
a s~ace'
for address of local group or supervisor.
For distribution at meetings, or delivery
by post or from door to door after
collecting signed demand forms.
68, for 1,000(postage 9d.); 3s. for 500 (postage
9d.); IS. 6d. for 250 (postage 4d.); 7d. for
100 (postage sd.).
Leaflet No. 5
Elector's
Demand
and Undertaking.- The instrument of the Electoral Campaign, in purple on orange
or purple on white.
(Post free) 7s. 6d. for 1,000; ~8. fo,r 500;
IS. for 100.
Leaflet No.6
For
Peraonal
and
Business
Frienda.-Not
suitable for the houseto-house canvass, but for use in offices,
factories, or by travellers, or at parties.
Space for 24 signatures.
(Carriage extra) 278.6d. for 1,000; 35. for 100;
IS. 6d. for 50; 9tl. for 2.5.
Leaflet No.7,
F or Gettin~ Workers
and Funda.
A cheap give,-away leaflet which
should attract buyers of the sd. pamphlet "How to Get What You Want."
(Post free) 3s. for 1,000 (in lots of 1,000);
smaller quantities at IS. 6d, for 250.
The Dean of Canterbury's
Forms.
Coy:tbined letter and pledge form.
65. 6d. a thousand, post free.
Obtainable from the offices of SOCIAL
CREDIT,161A.'Strand. London. W.C.2.

~'..............•... tTERM5'·,
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What to Read

One of these two books is essentia]
for the serious student.
,

Social Credit (3rd Edition, 1933) '"

AN EM~ TINMi'ET.
ELECTORAL
CAM"PAIG.N GLEE
ARE COMING. SHo'R"TL.Y To ~
~IJNE~AL
nIR~E
'SPECIAL.L.Y

3s. 6d.'

Contains the philosophical
background of the subject and includes
the Draft Scheme tor Scotland.

Control and 'Distribution
of
Production (end Edn., 1934) ...
Warning Democracy (znd Edition,
1934)
...
...
...
...

r=

The

Two collections
articles treating
different angles.

The Monopoly

3s. 6d.
3s. 6d.

of speeches and
the subject from

of Credit ...

...

DISPLAY
YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT

3s. 6d.

The latest technical exposition" and
includes the Statement of Evidence
before the Macmillan Committee.

The New and the Old Economics
Contains an exposition of the A
Theorem.

+

NEW RATES"

IS. od.

B

These Present Discontents:
The
Labour Party and Social Credit
The Nature of Democracy...

Whole page
Half page ...
Quarter page
Eighth page

IS. od.
6d.

The Buxton Speech.

The Use of Money...
The Christchurch

...

6d.

...

3d.

The Oslo Speech (reduced price for
quantities).

Social Credit Principles...

By OTHERWRITERS:The Douglas Manual, by Philip
Mairet
'
Economic Nationalism (jrd Edition,
1935), by Maurice Colbourne ...
The Social Credit Pamphleteer
Money in Industry, by M. Gordon
Cumming
...
...
...
The A.B.C. of Social Credit, by E.
Sage Holter
...
...
...
Ordeal by Banking, by Allen Young
You and Parliament, by Dr. Tudor
Jones
,...
...
..,
.. ,
What's Wrong With the World? by
G. W. L. Day...
..,
.. ,
An Outline of Social Credit, by
H.M.l\1.
.. ,
.'..
...
...
Banking and Industry, by A. W.
Joseph
...
...
...
...
Introduction to Social Credit, by M.
Gordon Cumming ...
...
...
Poverty Amidst Plenty, by C. F. J.
Galloway...
...
...
...
Poverty Amidst Plenty, by the Earl
of Tankerville
...
..,
...
Social Credit and the Waron Poverty,
by the Dean of Canterbury...
Why Poverty in the Midst of Plenty?
by the Dean of Canterbury
.. ,
Economics for Everybody, by Elles Dee
How To Get What You Want, by
G. W. L. Day and G. F. Powell ...
Postage

rd.

...

(!Cbri~tma~ 193?
55. ad.

2S,

6d.
ad.

IS.

ad.

25.

IS.

ad. ;
6d.

6d.
6d.
6d.
6d.
4d.
3d.
ad.

B

extra.

From SOCIALCREDIT, 163A, Strand, \V.C.2.

We Will Abolish Poverty
Elector's Demand and Undertaking

~

I.

I know that there are goods in plenty, so that poverty is quite unnecessary.
I want, before anything else, poverty abolished.
3· I want, too, national dividends distributed to me and every Briton so that we can buy
all we want of the goods that are now destroyed and the production that is restricted
4· These dividends must not increase prices or taxes or deprive owners of their, property
or decrease its relative value.
_
5· In a democracy like Great Britain Parliament exists to make the will of the people
prevail.
6. So I pledge myself to vote for any candidate who will undertake to support the abolition
of poverty and the issue of national dividends and to vote consistently against any party
trymg to put any other law-making before this.
7. If the present M.P. here won't undertake this I will vote for some other party and keep
,on changing until my policy has been achieved.
2.

Signed .. ,
Address
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,
(Signatures

'"

...

£10 0 0
£5 10, 0
£3 o ,0
£1 15 0

..

ELOW is the form Parliamentary electors are being asked to sign. Please read
it carefully, sign (if you have not done so already) and send it (~d. stamp) to
The Only Democrats, 163A, Strand, London, W.C.2. Volunteers to help in the
Campaign are wanted.
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Small orders are charged at the rate of 78.
an inch (single column width).
Classified advertisements are charged at
6d. a line with a minimum of three fines.
All orders and remittances to The Advertisement Manager, SOCIALCREDIT, J63A
Strand, London. W.C.2.
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Money and the Price System

Capt. W. MacROBERT
Resident Proprietor,
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ACT ON THIS NOW!
The right .sclution to the problem of a
,Christmas or a New Year gift is to present a
year's subscription to SOCIAL CREDIT.
Fifty-tworeminders of your goodwill spread
over a year is good value for ten bob! And
who can measure the value of the gift itself in
terms of money 1
Recollectthose arguments-thpse discussions
-the things you and your friends have said to
one another about this and that-send your
receipt to him or her with a gentle reminder
that SOCIALCREDITshows
'
The way of escape from debt, from
poverty, from war, from slavery, and from'
damnation
and material
destruction
generally.
-

ACT NOW AND SPREADGOODWILLAND
THE PROSPECTOF PEACE.
"To show a man how to get rid of his burden is Ii
better than an offer to ,corry it for him."
Pu blished by the Social Credit 8ecreta.ria.t, Limited, 163••
Strand, London, W.0.2. Tel. TEM. 4154 (SecretariAt),
TEM. 7054 [Editorial a.nd Publishing).
Printed by The
Blackfriers Press, Ltd., 1& Middle Temple Lane, E.O.• ;
and at_Leiceater. Bole AlleJlta lor Canada.: The ImpeTi&l
News 00.
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PRINCIPLESoF'ORGANISATIO'N
of the Cloven Hoof

Beware

By L. D. BYRNE
taking
WEof area conflict

part in the final stage'
which has raged since
the dawn of history. It is the fight of
Individual Man to be recognised as an
Individual. This, the fundamental issue
before the world, is the issue involved in
the struggle to establish Social Credit.
The enemy is the theory upon which
the present social structure of "civilisation"
is erected, that privilege alone confers
individuality and, apart from the privileged few, there exist not individuals but
conglomerate groups of men. "The proletariat"-"the
masses," "the unemployed,"
"the workers," "the poor"-these
are the
significant terms for the "ones to be
manipulated" as conglomerate masses,
This conflict, whether in the name of
freedom, a Christian order, or Social
Cre?it, is basically a struggle for the Real
agamst the Abstract. To the individual
the reality is that he or she is an individual. For each one of us life means our
own conscious experience from moment
to moment.
To the individual "group
consciousness" has no reality.
Social Credit will establish this claim of
the individual to be recognised as such as
the basis of human relationship in the
emergent world order.
In its effort to
bring in this social order, the Social Credit
Movement cannot but recognise that the
means employed will determine success
or failure. A right objective cannot be
gained by wrong methods,
This is of
vital importance in organisation.
The Purpose of Organisation
'Where recogmnon of the individual is
complete, the sole justification of organisation is the advantage, to each, of the
increment of association resulting from
the free co-operation of individuals to
gain a specific objective which each
desires.
That organisation is efficient
which enables each individual to function
as a responsible contributor to the increment derived from association. It is not
enough for organisation to be formed for
this end, for the practical effectiveness of
the organisation depends upon individuals.
The form of organisation may be perfeet, but if those who have entered into
association for an agreed objective do not
make themselves each personally responsible for a definite contribution to the
common cause within the framework of
the organisation, then to that extent is the
association impoverished, and the increment due to it destroyed.
Therefore the basis of organisation
must he personal responsibility, In proof

of this, the best way of getting anything I them are best fitted to lead them to gain
done by anybody willing to do the work their objective. But, once having chosen
is to tell him what result is wanted, and certain individuals, they can judge them
leave him to take responsibility to pro- by results.
If on trial the results are
duce that result, without telling him how disappointing, then it should be within,
to do it. Any interference in the methods
their power to remove these persons and
of achieving the result entrusted to him replace them by others willing to accept
absolves him from responsibility, and responsibility and believed to be better
equipped to do so.
usually
means
failure
to
function
efficiently.
Again, when the individuals who have
Yr:less the individuals
co-operating entered into association have placed
within the framework of an organisation
certain persons in position of authority
are un~ted. in purpose-that
is, agreed on as an executive and made them personally
the objective-s-there can be no basis for responsible for results, each one of them
co-operation. It is this unity of purpose assumes responsibility to support these
as the basis of co-operation that breeds executives and carry out their direction
the mutual trust, fellowship, esprit de to the best of his or her ability.
This
corps, or call it what you will, which knits responsible loyalty to the executive can
together the individuals as an organised alone enable the executive-be it one or
several persons-to
function responsibly,
body..
' .
. ..
and for the increment of association to
ThIS does not result in the individuals
losing their individuality. They not only be mobilised effectively. This responsible
remain conscious of their own indivi- loyalty to the executive is nothing more
?u~li~y, but. a~so that of. ev~ry other than a reflection of the sense of responindividual within the orgamsatlon.
sibility shown by the individuals who have
entered into association.
They say by
their actions in effect-"We have placed
The Executive
you and you and you in positions in which
Individuals associated to gain a comyou are responsible to us for directing our
mon objective by co-operative action are
activities, therefore we are in turn resfaced with a problem.
They are assoponsible to you for accepting your direcciated, they have surrendered a measure
tion and giving you all the support we
of freedom to gain an objective which
can in carrying out your functions."
each wants but cannot achieve alone.
Now these principles of organisation
While each individual can perform a
which we have been considering would be
definite function, he needs direction. By
applicable to any form of organisation
association he claims direction.
within the social structure of Social Credit.
The organisation must therefore have
They would apply to the organisation of
"an executive" or "a brain" which will
the social structure itself. In other words.
co-ordinate action to mobilise the increthese principles of organisation
arc
ment of association. This executive, to
inherent in Social Credit, and, in its
be effective, must conform to the prinendeavour to gain the establishment of
ciples we have been considering. It will
Social Credit, the Social Credit Movement
consist of an individual or several indishould build up its organisation accordviduals who must function as such.
in)?ly. A right objective cannot be
Personal responsibility for their functions
gamed by wrong methods.
or departments must be complete if they
are to be entrusted with the task of mobiThe Conflicting Concept
lising and, directing to the desired objective the increment in association, of all
In contrast. to the foregoing principles_
the individuals in the organisation. ,,_
of organisation is the accepted or orthodox
Moreover, in carrying out their 'func- principle of "rule by committee."
It
tions, these individuals we term the arises from the established concept of
executive being responsible for mobilising human relationships within the existing
the increment in association of the entire social structure. This may be described
grouping of individuals, will' recognise as the manipulation of the community
that its enrichment depends upon each conceived as a Conglomerate Mass by
individual functioning with responsibility. Privileged Ones.
Within this pyramidal
In appointing an executive, the indivi- organisation of society the individual is
duals who have entered into association for ever struggling for recognition of his
are compelled to experiment. They mayor
her individuality. The Conglomerate
have opinions but they do not possess the Mass is not recognised as consisting of
knowledge as to which individuals among I individuals. Recognition of individuality
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ly by becoming a Privi- to the executive committee or whatever
not necessarily consciously; as the means
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ith th e, consent of the com- to this
posluon to manage t e ,group
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munity to adI?in~ster t~e social organisa- aflarr~ conters upon ,them recognltlon a: ongma 0 Jecuve.
tion for an obJec~lye desired br all. They Supenor. ~ersons. 1~e for.c~ful pe~so~
Beware t~.e Cloven Hoof!
occupy their posltlons as mampulators of aluy desinng to acqUIre Privilege vyIthin
Now it is this form of organisation from
the Conglomerate Mass because they have t~e group soon l~arns the.a.rt of mampul~which the principle of personal responsiacquired Superiority..
.
non [Q secure this recognIt~on f~r ~Imse . . oility is absent that naturally thrusts to
This concept of a social structure mit.
by chance ~~ finds . himself in ,this the t.oP the would-be manipulator
of
which the few control the many, ~h.e pnvI.leged. P.osltlon WIthout ibsecuent
groupings of individuals, the striver after
Superior Ones rule the Mob, the Privi- mal11pU1atl~n.of the grouJ>' the su sequent
.J:'rivilege.
leged -Ones manipulate the Conglomera~e tendency will b~ to acqUIre the art. For,
Take the same type of person in an
Mass;' is as old as civili~ation: But this remeID:0er, he ~s not elected to ,perforI? .executive position under a torm of organis' another story. What IS o~ I~rortance
a. ~peofic function and .assum~ .Iesp~nsl~ isation based on personal responsibility.
to us is the effect upon the mdlv~dual of. oiuty for the ~e~ults of .hls admmlstratl~:m, He has to face the responsibility of the
living within such an o~de~ of sO~le~yand ~e IS elected jointly Wl~ others. as bemg results of his decisions and he is specifihovy this affects orgamsanon within the, fitted to manage the ~ntlre aflal~s of th~ cally excluded from. interfering- with ~r
SOCialstructure.
group: . The execunv~ committee. o. being subjected to mterference from his
Treatment as a.CO?l?lomerate Mass does council IS a per~ec:t.device for. es.c~pmg colleagues on the executive, e~ch of whom'
not change 'the individuals concerned to personal responsibility.
T~~ individual
in turn are responsible for their own funcanything other than vyha.t. they ar~, me~bers do. not take d.e~JSlons. The tions. If the results are not satisfactory,
'namely, individuals. A~ individuals ~heu entire executive takes decJSlon~. There- he is removed from his executive position.
objective within the social structure IS to for~, all persons, .on the executive are col- Therefore the only manner in which he
acquire personal security so.t~at ~ey ID:ay lectively r~sponslble fo~ the results of can retain his privileged position-:-limit~d
become free to e?,pres~ their individuality
those d~cJSl.ons. _Which means rthuat though it be-is to function e~Cl~ntly m
and escape manipulation.
. "
no~ody IS responsible, f?r the g.o P furthering
the common objective for
' On the other hand th~ o~Jecnv~ of ~~e hesitates to s~ck an en?-~e. committee,
which the organisation exists. Instead o.f
Privileged Ones is to mamtam their pnvI- but cannot pm responslbl~ty. on o.ne becoming a manipulator, he is the 'nianid
leged positions as manipul,ators. o~ tl~e individ~~l, althou~h. the art.lfiClal
rulate~ one, for h~ h~s no choice betw~en
Conglomerate Mass.
Their objective IS I of the scapegoat IS sometimes us
furthermg the objective of the orgamsadiametrically opposed to tha~ of tl;e c~n:- conceal the fact.
.
.,
tion, and leaving the organisation for an
muniry, for they can maintam their PriviConsider the s~ope which this g,lves the environment in which he has scope to be
lege only as manipulators, and they can forceful personality who has manipulated
a manipulator.
manipulat~ the Conglo~~rate Mass, as the Co?glomerate Ma.ss of the group ~o
The f?nn of organ~sation controlled .by
they conceive the commumty, o~ly so long elect him as a Superior Person to. this a' committee or council based on the pnnas its individual members, considered col- executive body.
He ca~ .now dominate
ciple of collective responsibility, tends to
lectively, are insecure.
..
.
the smaller group co.mpn.sl~g the execu- conform to the social structure which l;as
To counter the thr~at ~o their pOSltlO~S tive. He can force hl~ opmlOns ~pon the given it birth. In its struggle to estabhsh
which this clash of objectives would entail,
other members by virtue of his mor.e Social Credit, our Movement should shun
the Privileged Ones must imp~ess upo~ forceful personality. ~e become~ a m~m- this form of organisation as bear~ng
the manipulate~ that t~ey ar~ bemg ma~l- pula tor of the execun~e. He raises him- i the imprint of the cloven hoof. I?ur~ng
pulated for their own, goo~ by Superior
sel~. a step further I~ the. ladd~r of the propag~nda stal?e, when orgaI:llsanon
Persons.
The art of this process of Privilege, for now by his mampulano~ of was of relatively no Importance, this quessuccessful manipulation
has been. per- the executive he has become the n:ampution could be ignored. Now, however, as
fected during centuries of expenence.
lator of the entire group. ' For h~m the the Movement is swinging into action the
But the essential feature to be observed organisation exists t? e.nabl~ ~.
to world over, it is of predominant imporis that 'the Privileged Ones must esca~e manipulate, and maintain his limited
tance. Moreover, we must face the parresponsibility for th~ results of their Privilege; and because he e~capes ~esp?n- ticular danger within our ~ks of estabmanip~lation~ other,":lse. they cease to sibility for t~e results of hl~ do.ml~anon lished would-be .manipula~ors. The knowmaintam their Superiority.
of the executive, he can maintam It.
ledge
of SOCIal Credit
confers
a
Now within such a soci~l structure the
The organisation grows or links up w~th superiority upon the individual.
.M~ny
indi,:idual. ceaselessly stnves ~o escape other organisations.
A ~gher executive groups have grown around such mdi.vIma~llpulat~on, and t~ assert J:lls or q,er body is formed, representmg the many d~als wh.o have ~r?m the ou~se~ mainindividuality,
To nse supe~lOr to th.e executives of the many groups.
New tained this recogmtlOn of supenonty from
Conglomer~te .!\;lass - to rece.lve re.c~gnl- fields to ~onquer open to our manipulato~.
the gr~up.
Willy:n.illy they h~,:e. been
ti~n as an mdiVldual-:-to acqUIre Privilege _He-.is natqra.lly ~elected to represent his forced llltO., the posluon of acqumI).g. the,
:-I~ ~he natural reac~on ()f tJ;l~ ~war~:d. groµp on this higher ,execu~ve,,, Who, art of II_l:~ptili,J.tIo~,3f_!~~~gt~uP":"..Q~v~n.'r.
,'., ,lndi_x!!!¥q!',c..:.J:h~"..YilI!9~S
_Qr~
sa, o. Sc~n; ~*',<bltt_"h.'~~'
-Q:¢'~~~~.or
be-can.." scope-~-e""marcbe
stforrg-' p~mrntres
,_
which individuals are grouped togetlier"
" , ate his group's executive? ,And
among these who are a potential danger
provide a field for the m?st forceful per- [.,~~~long he is manip.ulat~ng the higher
to the Movement.
...
sonalities to pursue this struggle .for, executive. He forces his will upon them,
The golden rule for orgamsatlOn IS perrecognition. Within any such grou~mg 'but the decisions are not branded as being sonal responsibility. In' this country the
there are those who, by accident or design, his _ he never has to face the responsi- Movement is organised in accordance'
attain . recogi1it.i~n fr~m ,the group ~s bility of this. The decisions ~e tak:-~ by wi~h .this fun~amental principle. Rapidly
possessmg qua~nes ?tt~ng them for POSI- the higher executive. Soo~ his deCls~ons thisIs spreading t? th~ Movement overtions of authority wIthm, the group.
on all questions are controlhng the nanonseas. Before long It, Will ?e firmly estabwide organisation of many groups~. He lished e,:erywhe.re hera.ldm~ the world
Executive Committees /
is firmly treading the road to becommg a order which SOCIalCredit will create.
Within the orthodox form of organisa- Privileged One within the social structu:e.
. L. DENISBYR~E,.
tion these persons who have acquired this 1'he' entire organisation~whatever
.ItS
.
D~re~tor of Orf;anzs~t~?n,
recognition within the groi,Ip are elected objective may be-is conceived by him,
Social Credit Secretariat Limited.
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